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President’s
Report 2017
I am pleased to present my second
report to conclude the forty-sixth year
of ASWGA. It has been a successful one
for many of our members, our Association
and the Australian wool industry as
a whole.
The main threat to our industry, pricing,
has receded at least temporarily. The
EMI increase for the year 2016-17 was
16% while for 17.5 micron and finer it
was 40% or more. This starts to move us
back towards the historical price and cost
increase trend lines. Continuity at this
level will start to restore confidence in
our sector.
Our mill members, while not having
an easy time as a result of input cost
rises, have continued to be supportive,
recognising the need for the increases
for the financial viability of our industry.
Specific mention should be given to
mill members Ermenegildo Zegna and
Vitale Barberis Canonico for initiatives
taken to assist in our sector. It has just
been announced that Loro Piana are
closely involved in the very attractive
Growers Call contract initiative
that was made available to ASWGA
members first.

The Wins
Our Hamilton/Ararat Reunion
Dinner and Farm Tour was a success
socially, informatively and financially.
It was attended by about 100 people.
Congratulations to David Rowbottom
and those who assisted him with the
organisation of the weekend and the
Mibus, Crawford and Hartwich families
who put their farms on show.
In April I visited Italy and the UK on
behalf of ASWGA. During the former
with assistance from Woolmark
and in particular Ettore Pellegrini,
Business Development and Trade
Co-ordinator and Francesco Magri,
Country Manager, meetings were held
with Ermenegildo Zegna, Lanificio
Cerruti, Loro Piana, Successori
Reda, Zegna Baruffa, Vitale Barberis
Canonico and E. Thomas. A report of
my discussions has been submitted to
Council and is available to any member
on request. A couple of items are
repeated here.

At VBC, (our latest mill member) my
priority was to present Mr Alberto
Barberis Canonico with VBC’s ASWGA
membership certificate. VBC is now
producing 10 million metres of fabric
a year. The near-term priority is to
manage and ensure quality at this level
of production. Belief in a viable and
profitable future was certainly evident.
During my visit to Reda Mr Botto
confirmed that his company will continue
to support promotional pricing for 1PP
certified bales. As the price for superfine
wool has increased and the higher level of
clip preparation is now more justifiable it
is something producers of suitable wool
should consider.
The important message from the mills,
ASWGA members and others, is the
priority that must be given to addressing
animal welfare issues. I make further
comment on this below.
As part of my trip I attended the IWTO
Congress in Harrogate in the UK. It
was a positive gathering of industry
participants from many countries. The
buoyancy of the apparel side was clearly
evident as were the challenges to broader
wools especially at the grower level.
The importance and growing role of
digital marketing both in understanding
consumer behaviour and in effectively
reaching consumers and a number of
other topics were discussed.
In terms of promotion our modernised
website went live earlier this year. This
will continue to be developed with linked
revenue stream opportunities now being
considered as well. Noel Henderson with
support from Cathy Hayne and Melissa
Mulley were critical in bringing this to life.
We have continued to benefit from
The Future For Traditional Superfine
Project. Dr Peter Morgan has continued
to produce quarterly reports tracking
the AWTA test results by curvature for
superfine wool. The tightening of supply
as identified by the project has continued.
We will be asking Holmes & Sackett to
up-date the work completed for us 18
months ago. It should show a considerable
increase in profitability for the traditional
superfine sector although with a robust
year for all Merino wool types and for

2017 was a much improved
year with higher prices
providing a much needed
boost for members.
Initiatives by our mill
members to financially
reward growers who apply
a greater effort to meeting
buyer requirements are
welcomed.
lamb and mutton it may not yet make our
sector competitive enough to attract new
investment or additional interest.
A high point for me as President was
the presentation of Honorary Life
Membership to Mr Paolo Zegna. The
presentation was made at the 2017
Ermenegildo Zegna Wool Awards Dinner;
an ideal opportunity with an audience
that included growers, customers and the
press.

Financial Result
Our financial result was very pleasing.
It came from several key factors. Firstly,
very good member support for the
Ermenegildo Zegna wool competitions
and the generous associated incentive;
secondly, the Hamilton/Ararat reunion;
and, thirdly, cost control. It is the second
year we have managed a good result,
the main benefit being that our financial
position is considerably sounder than it
was two years ago.

Animal Welfare and
Sustainable Management
In September 2016 I attended the
Dumfries House Conference at which
the Campaign for Wool’s Dumfries
House Declaration was announced.
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The conference was a gathering of
industry members from growers through
to retailers. The Declaration is a ten-point
summary of wool’s attributes and also
refers broadly to animal welfare. By the
time this report is tabled, it is hoped that
the Executive has endorsed the ASWGA
becoming a signatory. Some grower
members have already signed.
The profile of animal welfare has been
raised within ASWGA. Mill members
in particular have highlighted the need
to address consumer concerns in this
area. In response we have surveyed our
members and ascertained that, at the
time of writing, over 55% have never
mulesed or have now ceased. This is
significantly ahead of the average for
Australia which by brand is 15%. Among
the members who have ceased mulesing
is Avington, the first wool producer in
Australia to receive Responsible Wool
Standard certification.
The Association has also sought to
establish its position on animal welfare.
The matter has been discussed widely - an
essential part of reaching a consensus.
The outcome will be determined at the
next Council meeting. A number of
members have volunteered to assist AWI
with its project to provide case studies on
those who have transitioned.
The importance to members in
maximising a growing range of selling
opportunities to protect our core market
from migrating to other countries such as
New Zealand, South Africa and Argentina
and to influence our future is now more
clearly understood even though the
animal welfare considerations present
management challenges for most growers.
The increasing interest consumers have
in knowing the provenance of the raw
materials used in articles purchased has
well and truly spread to our industry and
is frequently related to the treatment of
animals. Many members are well placed
to take advantage of this, especially those
with traditional genetics and sustainable
land management practices (most, if
not all of us). Indeed, some are already
treading this path seeing it as a way of
creating additional returns to growers and
thus reducing reliance on conventional
selling processes.

Regional Tour
Thank you to those members who
assist in keeping our regional branches
operational and for the welcome I
was given during my recent visits.
I was reminded that it is very easy
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Mr Zegna being presented with his ASWGA tie when
accepting his Honorary Life Membership.
to overlook some of our quieter but
deeply loyal members. I will embarrass
a few by naming them! For example,
Graeme Phillips from Tatyoon, who is a
foundation member, the Humphry’s from
Springhurst, also foundation members
and with really impressive land care
credentials - John and Robyn Ive, from
Hall, who recently received a United
Nations Association award for Protecting
Biodiversity from Rapid Climate; Peter
McNeill, from Walcha who has also
been around forever and while not as
reclusive as some, has shown much
appreciated loyalty; and from Pyramul,
Daryl and Irene Croake. My apologies
to those numerous others I have failed
to mention.

Support given and provided
The Association is fortunate to have
received on-going support directly and
indirectly from Australian Wool Network
(Platinum Sponsor), AWI, AWEX,
AWTA, Rabo Bank and Schute Bell.
We welcomed new sponsors including,
Techwool Trading (Silver Sponsor),
Australian Merino Exports, Sheep Central,
Fox & Lillie Rural, Elders, Landmark,
Arcadian, Coopers.
Involvement at an industry level
through AWI’s Woolgrower Industry
Consultative Committee has allowed
the Association to maintain its profile
and to receive prompt advice of
marketing and strategic planning
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information. The ICC is continuing to
grow in importance as part of AWI’s
communications strategy.
The members of Council and especially
those who form the Executive require a
special mention. Doing what we do on a
totally voluntary basis is a big ask.
The work of our Honorary Treasurer,
Cathy Hayne, has continued to ensure
our financial position is understood and
communicated to Council regularly.
Bianca Heaney, the Executive Manager of
AWIS has continued providing support for
the financial reporting.

And, finally …
In summary, yes, it has been a positive
year. There is still plenty that we can
do to improve our overall performance.
This, however, must be tempered with
the availability of resources and not at
the expense of those few who contribute
significantly already.
In a similar remark to my concluding
one last year, personally and from the
Association as a whole, I thank Melissa
for the work she has done, the support she
has provided and the intangible value she
has added during a challenging year.
Thank you for allowing me to be
President, a rewarding accident. I wish
Danny Picker every success during his
forthcoming term.
SIMON CAMERON
President
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Danny Picker –
Incoming President
Danny Picker is a fifth generation
woolgrower and principal of Hillcreston
Park Superfine Merino Stud located at
Bigga in the southern tablelands of NSW.
It was established in 1992 with a draught
of the Hillcreston stud which was founded
in 1910 by his family. For over 45 years,
Danny has been involved in producing
some of Australia’s highest quality 1PP
accredited bales including numerous
world records for prices.
Passionate about helping woolgrowers
produce high quality wool, Danny was
a founding director of the Ausfine Wool
Company, a quality assurance program

promoting and preserving the integrity of
the superfine merino fibre and the merino
breed. He travelled Australia teaching
Ausfine members the importance of
woolclip preparation.
Danny knows the importance of
relationships with the processing and retail
sectors undertaking trips to renowned mills
throughout Asia and Europe.
Danny has previously represented
woolgrowers at ASWGA as Chairman of
the Goulburn/Yass region and is a previous
board member of ASWGA Council, was
also a councillor of the NSW Stud Merino

Breeders Association. Danny has judged at
numerous sheep shows around Australia. He
sees the importance of allowing superfine
woolgrowers the opportunity to have a
voice in the industry and is working to
ensure that it remains financially rewarding
to produce superfine wool in Australia.

Kevin Dunn – Life Membership
At the Reunion Dinner in Hamilton, Kevin
Dunn, who has literally been an ASWGA
member for as long as anyone could be,
was awarded Honorary Life Membership
for his contribution to our Association and
to the Superfine Wool Industry. In true
Kevin style, he was taken by surprise.
Even those who think they know Kevin
well probably do not realise the extent of
Kevin’s involvement with the ASWGA and
his commitment to our industry.
Superfine sheep and wool have been
a dominant part of Kevin’s life for its
duration. He has lived and farmed
superfine wool merinos at “Laharum” all
his life. Along with his family, his wife
Margaret and numerous children, this is
his passion.
He is renowned in the district for the
quality of his stock and his animal
husbandry skills, applying the mantle
of a truly professional superfine wool
producer. The history of the Dunn
family has always been in traditional
quality woolled sheep with great
production. This has always been
the type of the Avondale Hills flock
through three generations of supplying
the Northern Grampians region with
quality genetics.
In 1932, Kevin’s grandfather founded the
Avondale flock with the Avondale Hills
stud formed in 1938 by Kevin’s father
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Norman Dunn. The stud was formed on
Saxon sheep, being both productive and
with quality wool. In the 1970s Kevin
took over maintaining the path set by his
predecessors.
Kevin is a renowned wool classer,
classing wool clips in both Victoria and
Tasmania. One prestigious clip under
Kevin’s classing for a long period was
“Connorville” which achieved a world
record price in 1989 of $3,070 per
kilogram under Kevin’s classing. Very
few can boast classing world recordpriced wool.
Another aspect of Kevin’s service to
the wool industry and community was
his role as an advisor and confidante
in the running of the Wimmera Wool
Factory. Kevin acted in a consulting
role with Wallace Reynolds and Austin
Eagle offering considered advice on the
requirements for producing ultrafine
wool, both in animal nutrition and
genetics required.
At the regional level, he has served for
over thirty years on the committee and
as a delegate to the National body. He
was President for thirteen years, with at
least four years as Secretary/Treasurer.
At the national level, in addition to
having been a delegate on Council for
nearly forever, he served a six-year
term as Vice President, three years as
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National President and then a further
three years as Immediate Past President
with a stint as Secretary to the Executive
in 2015.
Kevin has always served with selfless
expectation from any position held having
the best interests of the Association at
front of mind at all times. He is not noted
for self-praise - a characteristic that serves
to reinforce the quality of the man. His
integrity, honesty and his love for family
and superfine wool are what makes Kevin
for the man he is.
GEOFF PHILLIPS

www.aswga.com

6th Annual Growers’ Reunion Dinner and
Farm Tour, 13 & 14 May 2017
Hosted by the ASWGA Hamilton & Ararat Regions of Victoria
On Saturday 13 May, Members and Friends
assembled at the Comfort Inn, Grange Burn
in Hamilton to board the bus for a day tour.
With a commentary provided by local
members Everard and Matthew Linke, the
group was informed of highlights along
the route from Hamilton to Glenara.
We were told of historic St Luke’s Church
built in the 1800s, the salty Lake Kennedy,
Lake Linlithgow and the 1920s palm tree
where the old school once stood. The
area was once a prominent superfine wool
growing area, including several ASWGA
member properties. The soils in the area
are rich volcanic types which now has
an increase of cropping and fat lamb
production. The road reserve features
protected “kangaroo grass” species. The
local voluntary fire brigade is proud of
its work in protecting the region which is
highly vulnerable to fire risk.

The Mibus family - Kathy, Rachael, Trevor and Jacob

The Mibus family - Trevor, Kathy, Rachael
and Jacob, Peter and their mother Mrs.
Mibus met the group at “Glenara”.
The family has been in the Hamilton
region from 1847 and in 1949, Glenara
was established which today encompasses
2,550 acres on which the family runs 7500
superfine merino sheep. The Glenara
Superfine Merino Stud was established in
1953 on pure Saxon bloodlines. With the
introduction of Hillcreston rams in 1982,
breeding at Glenara moved toward finer
micron wool and by 1988 the clip had
reached a Victorian State record price of
21,000 cents per kilo for the top bale of wool
and has since received many other awards in
many competitions. Rockbank genetics were
introduced in 1997 which improved overall
size of the sheep and wool crimp definition.
The future aim at Glenara is to improve
clip preparation, quality of the sheep and
increase dialogue with overseas processors.

Marie Boadle inspecting Glenara sheep
with Trevor Mibus

Jim Brown & Ben Litchfield represented
Schute Bell Badgery Lumby

Marius Cuming providing
an update from AWI

There were a good number of sheep for
ASWGA delegates to inspect including Poll
Merinos which have been developed since
2011 with bolder 17 micron wool. Pens of
young rams for the 30th Ram sale in October
2017, young ewes, AI drop rams, stud rams
and show sheep were all on display.

He spoke of how AWI works on the
behalf of woolgrowers emphasising the
social license of provenance of wool
which is the best story to tell. He spoke
of the marke ting process through Wool
Week around Australia and globally.
Every time a garment is sold, it’s a
success story. Fashion designer winners
launch their product in David Jones
Australia stores, enabling Woolmark a
high profile for Australian wool each
year. Environmentally, the integrity of
wool, being 100% biodegradable, has
been shown by HRH Prince of Wales
through The Campaign For Wool,
burying a pure wool suit at his Clarence
House garden.

A warm welcome was given and a hearty
morning tea sponsored by Schute Bell
Badgery Lumby appreciated.
Invited guest speaker was
Marius Cuming - AWI Corporate
Communications Manager. Marius is
also owner of Kent Park, a property
near Hamilton and runs 1500 ewes. He
spoke of his understanding as a breeder
to the group, encouraging all to take a
positive approach with care to be taken
in animal welfare and marketing, as all
woolgrowers are wanting the best for
their animals and the environment.

Marius shared the positive progress with
Jeans West wanting to be part of the
promotion of wool in their products. Adidas,
after sixty years, has discovered the perfect
next-to-skin garment in wool. Also through
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the AFL program, positive vibes result from
woollen football tops. Mention was given
to rugby and cricket promotion of wool
products into the future. Marius reminded
the group of the education programs with
16,000 children registered with ‘Wool 4
Skool’ from all around the world. They are
now ‘thinking and feeling’ wool, having
received free kits through AWI. Woolgrowers
are asked to continue to teach the next
generation. This is also encouraged through
leadership programs and in the textile,
research and development programs plus
the many services available through AWI.
AWI supports many bodies revolved around
wool including State Farm Groups, AWEX,
Sustainable Program, Wool Exchange Portal,
National Wool Declaration, The Campaign
For Wool, Woolmark, as well as the ASWGA.
Marius finished by commenting on the
improved prices for the precious superfine
fibre and the hope for continued support
to pay more for ASWGA members’ wool.
Our visit to Glenara was completed with
a group photo taken before we boarded
the bus and travelled to Sierra Park in the
Victoria Valley.
The beautiful Victoria Valley is beneath
the Grampian Mountain Range. We saw
wonderful scenery and landscape of
mostly native pastures in the sandy soils
perfect wool growing country among the
gum trees. Bill and Jenny Crawford and
their children Louise, Helen and Will and
their extended family welcomed us.
Bill spoke to the group, sharing the history
of his property, Sierra Park which has been
in the family for four generations since the
1870s. Family members have owned various
blocks and William and James Crawford
settled at Old Sierra Park in the 1920s. Bill’s
parents settled in the present home and
property in 1964. Today there are 6,000
acres with a flock of 14,500 sheep. The
bloodlines of the flock are pure Saxon with
emphasis to retain the genetics of the seven
families used in the flock and make it viable.
Sierra Park has produced some very fine

Sierra Park Lunch sponsors Elders,
Andrew Howells talks to the guests

Bill and Jenny Crawford and their children Louise, Helen and Will and their extended
family welcomed us.

wool including 12.8 micron bales but today
they concentrate on 16.5 micron production
where market demand beckons.
Bill spoke of his change to autumn shearing
for management reasons. He explained
they have had five weeks of shearing prior
to our visit and the shed had bins of lines
of wool from crimpy wools to bulky types
of 16 to 17 micron wool which he classes
himself. In the yards was a mob of 1 and
1 ½ year-old sale rams with full wool for
inspection and some mobs of stud ewes
with rams in the shed. ASWGA delegates
enjoyed the opportunity to inspect the lines
of bright soft wool with much interest.
The bus transported the group to the
cleared ‘Ram shed’ with tables and
chairs where a delicious BBQ lunch was
provided and sponsored by Elders. The
impressive Sierra Park red wine, courtesy
of Bill, was given much approval.
From Sierra Park we travelled to Pierrepoint
Winery via the town of Dunkeld. Our local
guides pointed out the blue gum plantations
and some pasture improvement farming
areas on route The Winery we visited was
established in 1997 with more than 11 acres
of vineyards. The small family business
is situated near Tarrington and focuses
on promoting their wines locally. They
were proud to provide a wine tasting for
the group including Pinot Noir, Alexandra
Chardonnay, Nick’s Pick Pinot Gris and
delicious platters of local produce.
The evening of Saturday 13 May was a
very pleasant event with the ASWGA
Reunion Dinner and Fleece Competition
presentations which began with predinner drinks and savouries sponsored by
AWTA. MC for the evening was Hamilton
Branch Chairman David Rowbottom who
introduced Mary-Ann Brown, Southern
Grampians Shire Council Mayor. In
her welcome, Mayor Brown spoke of
Hamilton once referred to as the sheep
capital of the world. However, with time,
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David Rowbottom Chair of the Hamilton
Region opens up the nights events with a
welcome speech

Honorary Life Member Mike Kuritani
of Itochu

Andrew Worthington displays faults in
fabric caused by skin pieces

diversification has seen change, to beef,
cropping and lamb, but the region is well
placed with the addition of its natural
features. She welcomed the delegates and
wished us well during our visit.
During the evening, Mike Kuritani of Itochu
Corporation Japan - a large international
trading company that includes textile
production, shared his appreciation of
various visits to Australia and attending
significant events. He spoke of the
Hamilton Lambswool project his company
has developed and the production of

www.aswga.com

Leo Blanch of Westvale in the New England
Region with Sponsor Wes McNaughton of
Fox & Lillie Rural

Mary-Ann Brown, Simon Cameron and
Brenda McGahan

quality sweaters designed with a special
logo. He emphasised the importance of
eliminating skin pieces in clip preparation
to achieve the highest results.
Simon Cameron, President of ASWGA
spoke to the Dinner guests specifically
to announce and present an Honorary
Life Membership to Kevin Dunn of
Avondale Hills near Horsham. He told
of Kevin’s forty-six years as a member
of ASWGA and the many roles he had
undertaken including thirty years on the
Regional Committee and thirteen years
as Chairman plus three years as Federal
President. His selfless contribution in
the best interests of ASWGA showed his
integrity and love of the wool industry.
Kevin replied with thanks and said it
was an honour to receive the Award and
acknowledged his father who founded
the family sheep stud. He stated how
the ASWGA founded in 1971 made an
enormous difference to Superfine Wool
in general. He mentioned mentors in
Merv Mibus, Tom Harmsworth, Richard
De Fegely, Rod Thirkell-Johnston, John
Taylor, Lindsay & Bill Crawford all of
which were a huge influence on Kevin.
After forty-six years he believes the
ASWGA still has a big part to play. The
ASWGA was always there to bring growers
together and with downstream processors
to get together for positive results. He
wished ASWGA a prosperous future.
Brenda McGahan, CEO of Australian
Country Spinners, Australia’s largest
manufacturer and distributor of hand

Penny and Russell Hartwich,
“Kelseldale”

knitting yarns, also spoke to the guests
reminding us of the close association
with woolgrowers and the deep love
of the wool industry. The partnership
established four years ago in Wangaratta
when Australian Country Spinners
became a member of ASWGA and the
craft of growing superfine raw wool joined
the craft of making woollen knitting
yarn. Followed by a successful campaign
sponsored by AWI in New York with
7,000 knitters in Times Square meeting
Tasmanian woolgrowers Carol and Allan
Phillips. The attempt to repeat the same
idea in the UK was not so successful.
However Northern Europe beckons with
prospects looking hopeful. There are
100,000 knitters in Australia and much
business is achieved digitally online with
new market options sharing the love of
wool. Brenda said people want the very
best. She is proud of the partnership with
woolgrowers being “Stewards of the Land
and ACS Stewards of the Brand.”
Geoff Phillips addressed the dinner
guests in regard to the ASWGA Fleece
Competition and noted apologies from
Danny and Megan Picker who were
unable to attend. He also spoke of the
dedicated work Danny had put into the
Competition to make it run smoothly
and fairly. On Danny’s behalf he thanked
the judges of the Fleece Competition
and to AWN for collating the entries. It
was mentioned the standard of entries
was much higher and the fleeces wellpresented particularly in the 90s section.
Winners were announced and awards

Major Sponsors Australian Wool Network’s
Russell Macgugan, Sheep and Wool
Specialist, Dunkeld, Victoria , William
Kinghorn, “Byaduk”, Victoria & Will
Crawford “Mirranatwa, Victoria”

Ian Thirkell-Johnston of Macquarie Hills
Tasmania

presented by both Mayor Mary-Ann
Brown and Brenda McGahan. Viewing of
the winning fleeces was a highlight before
the evening event closed.
Day two was a visit to Kelseldale near
Ballyrogan and the home of Russell and
Penny Hartwich. On the top of a hill with
a marvellous view was where we gathered
in the new woolshed on Kelseldale. Penny
and Russell and their families greeted us
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with a delicious and welcome morning tea
sponsored by Landmark. Russell told us
of the family connection to the property
which was purchased in 1946 with huge
soil erosion caused by the rabbit plague.
Production was limited and a big program of
rabbit eradication with intensive fencing and
netting in sections took place. It was solely
Saxon genetics since establishment until
the late 1980s when a Merryville type was
introduced. The sheep program will continue
along the same modern merino breeding for
early maturity, high wool cut with an average
micron of 16 to 16.9 and emphasis given
to handle and style. In the pens were some
fine sheep for viewing, show rams and ewes
in full wool, ram lambs and 5 - 6 year-old
ewes all very much admired as well as some
beautiful fleeces on display including fleeces
from the Reids’ property Kooringa.
During the morning we heard from young
farmer Sean McDougall who shared his

method of containment grazing. The
yards are 5 square metres per sheep and
can hold 450 per pen. He spoke of his
work confining sheep in six pens with two
feed areas, on a three-day rotation using
oaten hay, barley and straw. The purpose
is to allow his pastures to revive after the
dry summer conditions. Wool production
results with no dust issues, sheep have a
good constant feed regime and good body
weights. Over three years he has seen an
improvement of wool production and
good healthy stock. He puts the sheep onto
native pastures after moving them from the
containing yards.
Andrew Worthington represented the
Australian Merino Exports and outlined
his new purchase venture. The Company
personalises wool from growers to
exporters and to provide confidence for
those involved in the process with quality
deliveries. AME has established an initiative

Sponsors Landmarks John McGrath & Ted Wilson with AWI’s Marius Cuming and ASWGA member
Tom Spielvogel of Karalta, Victoria

Daryl & Irene Croake visit from Mudgee

with Tasmanian wool producers and
showed the ASWGA group a men’s merino
wool jumper as an example of the process
using the Country Road label. He told of the
garment traceability from the farm and the
opportunities available in niche marketing.
http://www.australianmerino.net.au/
Following another hearty lunch sponsored
by AME and Rabobank, delegates left the
gathering having experienced a very warm
welcome from the Hamilton /Ararat region
members, their families and friends. It was
a relaxed and enjoyable few days, a good
opportunity to visit properties and see
their sheep and wool and appreciate the
diversification in sheep breeding and wool
production but ultimately with the same
goal of perfection of the fibre produced.
A wonderful experience of good homemade country food and hospitality and

UK Wool Grower and Council Member of
the Campaign for Wool and ASWGA member
Lesley Prior and husband Roger visit Victoria

Brenda McGahan of Australian Country Spinners with Charles
Coventry of Achill in the New England Region
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Finalists in the Superfine Wool Trophy Angie & David Waters, Warren Coventry & Gail Scheafer, Judge Ben Litchfield of Monaro Wool,
Rosemary & Peter McNeill, Carol & Allan Phillips, Jenny & Phillip Carlon and Danny & Megan Picker.

Ermenegildo Zegna celebrates the
54th edition of its Wool Awards
For more than fifty years, Ermenegildo
Zegna has consistently worked to
celebrate the importance of wool and
incentivise growers to improve the quality
of this beautiful and precious natural
fibre. Ermenegildo Zegna has honoured
Australia’s best woolgrowers again in
2017, by awarding the “Superfine Wool
Trophy” and the “Vellus Aureum Trophy”
during an exclusive gala dinner hosted by
Paolo Zegna, Chairman of the Group.
The inherent excellence and unique
characteristics of superfine wool allows
Ermenegildo Zegna to constantly evolve
the beauty and performance of its products.
Superfine wool has been the key to creating
many of the company’s most precious
fabrics and exclusive garments during its

long history, particularly after the Group
established the first “Ermenegildo Zegna
Extrafine Wool Trophy” in Tasmania in
1963 (the oldest wool award in the world)
and its association with the Australian
Superfine Wool Growers’ Association
in 1979. The “Vellus Aureum Trophy”
followed almost fifty years later, when it was
launched in 2002 to recognise the quest
for absolute excellence by benchmarking
the finest woollen fleeces in the wool
production countries that measure 13.9
microns or less.

to a strict set of criteria including fineness,
style, strength, colour and evenness. The
2017 Ermenegildo Zegna Superfine Wool
Trophy, in a significant change from the
previous competition, required entries
comprising a line of wool of one to five
bales. It was “on invitation only”, limited
to those wool farms who have shown a
strong loyalty to the Zegna competitions
in the past editions. The best lots of wool
from the ten prestigious finalists have been
purchased by Ermenegildo Zegna with a
50% premium over the market price.

These competitions are today intended
to encourage breeders and reward their
commitment to quality, and are open to
Australian and New Zealand wool growers.
The winning fleeces are judged according

The 2017 “Superfine Wool Trophy”
was won by David and Angie Waters
(“Tarrangower Merinos”, Hillgrove,
NSW). Second were Danny and Megan
Picker (“Hillcreston Park” Bigga, NSW),
and third, Philip and Jennifer Carlon
(“Queenlee” Uralla, NSW).
For the “Vellus Aureum Trophy”, David
and Susan Rowbottom (“Rowensville”, St.
Helens, VIC) won first place, Ed and Jill
Hundy (“Windradeen”, Pyramul, NSW)
second place and Ross and Rebecca Blake
(“Allandale”, Walcha, NSW) were third.

Simon Cameron with David & Angie Waters and Paolo Zegna
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These wool growers were awarded for the
superiority of their wool production by
Paolo Zegna during the celebration dinner
held at Melbourne Museum, on Friday
17 March, in the presence of Zegna’s top
clients, representatives of the international
press and the major institutions associated
with the world of wool.

www.aswga.com

“It is always an honour to give these awards
out, as they underscore our support for the
ongoing commitment and achievements of
these incredible woolgrowers”, said Paolo
Zegna. “Our congratulations go to the
winners and to each of the entrants. Deep
thanks also go to the Australian Superfine
Wool Growers’ Association and to all those
who have contributed in making this year’s
edition of the trophies a great success both
in terms of quality and quantity of the wool
entered into our competitions. Superfine wool
is a fundamental material for our collections
and I am confident our ongoing support
to interpret it with the highest creativity,
innovation and service will continue to
contribute to raise its appreciation by our
clients around the world and, in so doing,
guarantee a bright future to all the wool
growers involved with us in the process.”
At the presentation dinner Simon
Cameron announced the decision by
ASWGA Council to offer Honorary
Life Membership of the Association to
Mr Paolo Zegna and that this offer had
been accepted. He presented the handcalligraphyfied certificate that bears
the citation: in deep appreciation for the
personal support provided to ASWGA and
for the commitment and achievement to
ensure Australian Superfine Wool’s place
among the world’s finest natural luxury fibres
in the global retail market while working
hand in hand with ASWGA in the pursuit of
wool producing excellence in animal health
and welfare husbandry, environmental
stewardship, and community well-being

Susan Rowbottom, Simon Cameron, David Rowbottom and Paolo Zegna

Superfine Wool Trophy finalists awards

Mr Zegna and his Honorary Life Membership Certificate with the ASWGA President

Simon recounted that in 1994 Mr Paolo
Zegna’s father, Aldo Zegna, had been
similarly recognised and acknowledged
the support Ermenegildo Zegna had
provided the industry and in particular
the Australian Superfine Wool Growers’
Association since its inception in 1971.

Judging taking place for the 2017 Vellus Aureum Trophy
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Member Profile – Patterdale
Tasmania
Superfine woolgrowers Carol and Rodney
Westmore are established in the Northern
Midlands of Tasmania not far from the
township of Evandale. The couple both
have professional backgrounds - Rodney a
well-respected eye surgeon and Carol once
a lecturer at the University of Tasmania,
have farmed for thirty-five years, juggling
their lives around their two children as
well as running beef cattle farms on King
Island and at Greens Beach on the north
coast of Tasmania. Twelve years ago, Carol
and Rodney bought the historic property,
Patterdale. Situated south-east of Launceston
close to Ben Lomond and the surrounding
hills, Patterdale is an exceptional and
picturesque superfine wool growing property.
Prior to the Westmores’ ownership,
Patterdale was home to a Merryville-based
flock. These sheep were purchased with the
property in 2005 and Merryville genetics
have been used continuously now for
twenty years. Today 9,000 sheep flourish
on the mostly native pastures, with wooded
rolling hills on a natural stony landscape.
The Nile River runs through the property
providing the essential supply of stock
water. There is also a 1,850-megalitre
storage capacity in four constructed dams.
Along the river flats there are good fertile
soils and some irrigated crop development
has taken place in more recent years.
Under the management of Doug White
who has lived on the property for twenty
years, sheep and wool production has been
the main enterprise on the property. Many
hours of mustering wethers on bush runs on
horseback or walking across native country
- one could imagine, has changed very little
since original occupation of the 1830s.

Carol Westmore with some of Patterdale’s prize winning fleeces

As a result of dedicated and conscientious
work Patterdale today is well recognised
for its production of beautiful superfine
wool with awards in National and
Regional Wool Competitions. Recently
at the local 2017 Campbell Town Show,
Patterdale won First Prize for a group of
Three Superfine Fleeces.
The Patterdale property also has an
amazing history with it’s association
with the noted landscape artist, John
Glover. John Glover had an established
reputation among contemporary artists in
Europe, prior to migrating from England
as a 63-year-old to Tasmania (it was
then known as Van Diemen’s Land). In
1831 he took up a 2,560-acre land grant
fronting the Nile River. He also bought
two neighbouring farms of 400 acres
and 2,000 acres all of which he called
“Patterdale” named after the English Lake
District village of the same name near to
his own farm overlooking Ullswater.

John Glover, A view of the artist’s house and garden, in Mills Plains, Van Diemen’s Land, Art
Gallery of South Australia, Adelaide
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During the summer of 1831 and 1832,
John Glover built a fine two-storey house
which still stands today. Over the next
ten years, Glover painted and sketched
Patterdale many times including the now
famous works View of Mill’s Plains and
View of the Artist’s House and Garden,
Mill’s Plains and Patterdale Farm. John
Glover became known as the ‘Father of
Australian Landscape Painting’ with his
work capturing the colonial essence of the
natural environment and early pastoral
scenes. He captured the clear bright light
and intense realism in his paintings. It was
in the 1920s that painter Tom Roberts first
referred to this valley as “Glover Country”.
Carol and Rodney Westmore realised they
had purchased a property of significant
cultural importance. A growing number of
artists and art historians are keen to visit the
historic homestead of Glover and absorb
the wonderful views of the countryside
which are essentially unchanged since the
time when Glover first captured it.
It is for these reasons Carol and Rodney
have undertaken a huge restoration
project of the original 1831 house which,
over the years, has had considerable
structural damage. With the assistance of
a significant Government Heritage grant
the restoration of the old Patterdale home
commenced last year to coincide with the
250th anniversary of John Glover’s birth
in 1767. This Conservation Management
work has included the stabilising of the
foundations and removal of concrete and
other superficial material in the building.
The ultimate aim is to restore the house to
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how it looked in John Glover’s paintings
and to recreate the Exhibition Room known
as Glover’s studio. This will be available
for an ‘artist in residence’. Once the house
restoration is completed there will also
be accommodation available for artists

and those people who wish to immerse
themselves in the landscape of Glover.
Tours and connections with the annual
Glover Art Prize are being provided.
Patterdale is now a diverse farming
operation but also part of Tasmania’s rich

history. Sheep and wool production is
still the major enterprise on this historic
property. Tasmanians acknowledge the
dedication and passion of Carol and Rodney
in this new venture and their contribution as
dedicated superfine wool growers.

“Glencoe” signs contract with
Devold of Norway
Stephen Burns – The Land
Representatives of international
manufacturer and retailer of premium
wool products, Devold of Norway AS,
along with senior Australian and overseas
staff from G Schneider Pty Limited visited
a property in the hilltops region of NSW,
dedicated to producing premium Merino
wool – their purpose, to gain further
insight into the management of sheep and
production of wool.
On the 3,240ha property, “Glencoe”, near
Taylors Flat, owned by H. Paul Simons
(who grows superfine wool at “Euralie”
in the nearby southern tablelands), his
property manager Tom Simson and
partner Hayley Richards welcomed the
international visitors who were introduced
to the property by Craig Pearsall, Elders
wool manager, Goulburn.
Trading as Glencoe Wool Co Pty Ltd,
Mr Simons has contracted an annual
supply of approximately 15 greasy
tonnes (80 farm bales) of unmulesed
wool to Devold of Norway for their
Sheep to Shop Signature Clothing
range. Over 10,000 Merino sheep
are grazed on “Glencoe”, bred to Tara
Park- and Koonwarra-bred rams and
producing premium wool in the 18 to 18.5
micron range.

“The Devold group was visiting “Glencoe”
to get firsthand experience of where their
wool was grown, as this will be the point
of difference in their marketing strategy,”
Mr Pearsall said. “Wool is a unique product
and Devold’s customers love the story
behind their products. Provenance and
animal welfare issues are very important to
these customers.”
Devold of Norway has been a longterm client of G Schneider Australia Pty
Limited, purchasing tops which they take
through to the manufacturing stage in
Europe. G Schneider Australia Pty Ltd,
managing director Tim Marwedel, said
the CEO of Devold, Cathrine Stange,
had visited Australia during Easter 2016,
and was extremely impressed with
the professionalism and business of
growing wool in this country, including
our wool testing animal husbandry and
welfare. “Shortly after, they thought
it a wonderful way to promote their
business, which is selling high quality
active wear garments made from wool,”
Mr Marwedel said.

Merino’s unique distinction
During the visit to “Glencoe”, Taylors
Flat, Tim Marwedel noted the inspiration
behind using Merino wool grown on
the property by international retailer,
Devold of Norway. To accentuate the
difference and profit from the unique
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Tim Marwedel, Cathrine Stange, Tor Jonnson,
Paolo Biollino, Tom Simson and Hayley
Richards, (front) Lyndall Eeg, Andrea Prati
and Craig Pearsall, resting after an exciting
visit to “Glencoe”, “Taylors Flat” where they
witnessed shearing along with viewing Merino
sheep on the 3240ha property.

origin of their wool, Mr Marwedel said
Devold of Norway will use the images
and story of those wool growers who
are involved in producing the raw wool
purchased. “They are very selective
about the growers who they purchase
wool from,” he explained. “Devold is very
committed to their product and they are
sourcing from growers who have the same
ethical standards.”
Property manager Tom Simson said
although it is only ‘early days’, he and owner
H. Paul Simons are very excited about the
potential of this market connection. “Paul
is very influenced by customer preference
with his retail background and having
unmulesed sheep fits in with his business
and animal welfare ethics”, Mr Simson said.
“We can target every market with our wool
shorn from unmulesed sheep.”
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ASWGA Fleece Competition 2016-2017
This year over seventy fleeces were
entered. Given that our competition was
a stand-alone one, this was a very good
result with many high quality entries.
Fleece Competition Committee Chairman,
Danny Picker, commented that the
standard of fleeces was a lot higher this
year with wool quality, style and crimp
definition of a higher standard. Nice
feedback for the participants. The award
ceremony was the focal point of the
Reunion Dinner.
Congratulations to Ed and Jill Hundy of
“Windradeen” from our Mudgee Region
for taking out the “Cleckheaton Grand
Champion” Trophy for the best overall
fleece, the 90’s and finer class and first
place in the Mudgee Region. The Hundys
who were not able to be present sent a
message that included:
“It has always been our objective when
entering competitions like this to enter
the very best product we can produce.
Since recent changes in the national
Ermenegildo Zegna Fleece Competition,
this competition would appear to be the

The complete list of winners:
Ed & Jill Hundy, “Windradeen”,
Pyramul, Mudgee, NSW, the Cleckheaton
Grand Champion Fleece Trophy, Class 90’s
and Finer and first in the Mudgee Region.

Danny & Megan Picker of
“Hillcreston Park” in Bigga, NSW,
first in the Class 80’s and first in the
Goulburn/Yass Region.

Russell & Penny Hartwich of
“Kelseldale”, Ballyrogan, Victoria, first
in the Class 80’s, first in the Class 74’s
and first in the Ararat/Barunah Region.

Trevor & Kathy Mibus of “Glenara
Merinos” Hamilton, Victoria, first in
the Hamilton Region.

Mark & Lesleann Waters of
“Riverton”, Armidale NSW, the Class
70’s and first in the New England Region.

Allan & Carolyn Phillips of “Glen
Stuart” Deddington, Tasmania, first in
the Tasmanian Region.

Ian & Margaret Humphry of
“Avondale”, Springhurst, Victoria, first
in the Albury/Wodonga region.

James & Faye Pepper of
“Mumballview”, Mumballup, Western
Australia, first in the West

last bastion for competition between ultra
and superfine fleeces.
“We would like to thank the Australian
Superfine Wool Growers’ Association
for their work in promoting our product
and for the opportunity to enter this
competition. A special thank you to
those involved in the operation of this
competition – especially the judges!!”

Our thanks go to Danny Picker of
“Hillcreston Park”, Bigga, Chairman of
the Fleece Committee. He was assisted by
the Phillips brothers, Geoff and Allan, who
co-ordinated the awards ceremony and the
set-up of the fleeces at the Reunion Dinner.
The judges this year were Mark Taylor of
Schute Bell and Ray Moroney, recently
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retired from the Australian Wool Network.
Thanks to both for assisting as they did.
A special thanks to our sponsor Australian
Country Spinners for the grand trophy and
to AWTA for arranging the testing and
transport of fleeces for judging. We would
also like to thank Roberts Ltd, Australian
Wool Network, Landmark/Jackson of
Geelong and Australian Merino Exports
for facilitating the judging, collection
transportation and finally the selling of
the members’ fleeces. It was a great effort
and appreciated by the Association.

The Hundy Family, Front: Ed & Jill Hundy, Back: Andrew, Sarah, Charlie, Gus & Penny Hundy.
“Cleckheaton Grand Champion Trophy” with the winning fleece

Funds raised by the sale of this wool will
go back to the Association.

Mark & Lesleann Waters of “Riverton”,
Armidale NSW, the Class 70’s and first in the
New England Region.

Trevor & Kathy Mibus of “Glenara Merinos”
Hamilton, Victoria, first in the Hamilton
Region.

Russell & Penny Hartwich of Kelseldale, Ballyrogan, Victoria, first in the Class 80’s, first in
the Class 74’s and first in the Ararat/Barunah Region.

Allan & Carolyn Phillips of “Glen Stuart”
Deddington, Tasmania, first in the
Tasmanian Region.

James & Faye Pepper of “Mumballview”,
Mumballup, Western Australia, first in
the West

Ian & Margaret Humphry of “Avondale”,
Springhurst, Victoria, first in the Albury/
Wodonga region.
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Danny & Megan Picker of “Hillcreston Park”
in Bigga, NSW, first in the Class 80’s and first
in the Goulburn/Yass Region.
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ASWGA FLEECE COMPETITION STATISTICS
The 2016-2017 ASWGA Fleece Competition attracted over seventy entries from twenty-eight growers. All Regions were represented.
Tasmania and Mudgee each had six members entering. It was Ararat-Barunah that provided the most entries with nineteen. Tasmania
and Mudgee each entered thirteen fleeces.
Region

Growers

Fleeces

Quality

Albury-Wodonga

3

6

70

Ararat-Barunah

5

19

74-90

Goulburn-Yass

1

2

80

Hamilton

3

8

70-90

Mudgee

6

13

74-90

New England

3

8

70-90

Tasmania

6

13

70-90

Western Australia

1

2

74

28

71

Total

Ray Moroney and Mark Taylor judging
the entries.

Table 1. Overall summary of ASWGA Fleece Competition entries by Region for 2016-17.

If the Regions are to be ranked according to the best average score for their entrants then Goulburn-Yass would be first with 93.1,
Mudgee second with 90.9 and Hamilton third with 88.7. The Region scores hide some excellent individual scores. Kelseldale (Penny
and Russell Hartwich) had 6 fleeces scoring 90.0 or higher; Glenara (Trevor and Kathy Mibus) had 3 fleeces at 93.5 or higher;
Windradeen (the Hundys) had 4 fleeces at 93.8 or higher; and, Glen Stuart (Carol and Allan Phillips) 4 fleeces at 92.1 or higher.
Fleeces (no.)

Weight (kg)

Quality (18)

Weight (22)

Yield (10)

Trueness (15)

Uniformity (15)

Evenness (15)

Excellence (5)

Total (100)

Rank

Albury-Wodonga

6

2.2

16.0

13.7

8.6

12.2

13.1

13.0

2.8

79.4

8

Ararat-Barunah

19

3.2

17.1

19.1

8.9

12.5

12.9

13.1

3.2

86.6

7

Goulburn-Yass

2

3.4

17.2

22.0

9.4

13.5

13.5

13.5

4.0

93.1

1

Hamilton

8

2.9

17.1

19.0

8.8

13.3

13.5

13.6

3.4

88.7

3

Mudgee

13

2.4

17.0

18.2

9.4

13.9

13.9

14.0

4.0

90.9

2

New England

8

2.9

16.9

17.7

9.5

13.3

13.4

13.7

3.8

88.2

4

Tasmania

13

2.5

17.0

16.4

9.3

13.5

13.5

13.5

3.7

86.8

6

West’n Australia

2

3.3

16.8

20.0

7.4

13.0

13.5

13.5

3.5

87.7

5

Region

Total/Median

71

2.8

16.9

17.9

9.1

13.1

13.4

13.5

3.5

87.5

Table 2. The average attribute scores for each Region and the overall ranking by Region

The class comparison is again interesting. Table 3 shows that 90’s and above have increased from 13% of entries to 24% but still
below the level of a few years ago. At the other end of our spectrum 74’s and below has gone from below 15% in 2013-2014 to 25%
last year and 55% this year.
2016-2017
Class

#

per cent

66’s

1

1.4%

70’s

13

18.3%

2015-2016
#

71

4.7%
15.0%

16
13

12.1%

22

31.0%

50

46.7%

4

3.7%

17

23.9%

13

12.1%

1

0.9%

90’s-100’s
Total

4.7%

5
25.4%

80’s-90’s
90’s

5

18

74’s-80’s
80’s

per cent

100.0%

#

0.0%

70’s-74’s
74’s

2014-2015

107

100.0%

2013-2014

per cent

#

0.0%
7

0.0%

12.3%

3

0.0%
16

28.1%

19

33.3%

15

26.3%

6

9.2%

24

36.9%

32

49.2%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

Table 3. A comparison of entries by Class for the last four years
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100.0%

4.6%
0.0%

0.0%

57

per cent

0.0%
65

100.0%
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Albury Wodonga Region
What a difference a year makes! Last
season started well, got very wet
during winter then fortunately dried up
into the spring to allow good fodder
conservation, pasture growth and seed
set. Unfortunately, that also means high
VM in the Autumn-shorn wools. On the
upside, fat sheep at joining has meant
good conception rates and lamb marking
percentages, up to 122% from scanned
in-lamb ewes. Only one major rain event
during a six-week lambing meant less
losses due to wet weather. A very dry
June with only 11mm of rain has meant
feed getting tight after a good start but
lambs have done particularly well without
supplementary feeding to this time 8
weeks from the start of lambing.
Being in dairying as well as sheep and
following the collapse of Murray Goulburn
milk prices has meant tough times over
the last twelve months. However, being

diversified has meant we could come
through reasonably well. Good prices
for surplus cattle and sheep and more
recently, the upside in the wool market
and prospects for some continuation of
that strength in the new selling season,
should mean a more profitable year ahead
with a stronger opening milk price for the
season ahead.

problems that make farming sheep so
difficult in the hills and mountain areas
of south eastern Australia. Brian helped
establish our ASWGA region and led
our group and encouraged our members
for many years until travelling the large
distances of our region became too hard.
He was also an inaugural Director of the
Australian Wool Network.

The Albury Wodonga ASWGA Regional
members regret the passing of two of our
most esteemed members in the last six
months. Brian Fraser (right in picture) was
born in 1935 at his family farm ‘Heatherlie’
where he spent his whole life with his
wife, Mary and five children. He passed
away in January. He was dedicated to the
local community and served on many
community groups that would support
the local needs. Brian was very active in
bringing together government agencies
and farmers to fight the rising wild dog

Reg Tomkins, who passed on 12 June
was a great grower and appreciator of
superfine wool and also an inaugural
member of the Albury Wodonga branch.
Reg, along with Len Love, were stalwarts
of our branch, seldom missing a meeting
and often driving through the snow
over Mt Hotham in very unfavourable
conditions. Reg was born and bred in
Benambra, husband to Norma and father
and grandfather to his family. Reg was a
farmer at heart, right up until the end. He
took pride in growing superfine wool.
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Ararat Barunah Region Report
It would be wonderful if all years could be
similar to this one which has just passed.
While conditions were very tight in the
autumn last year and the early winter,
wonderful rains ensured good growth
right through spring with all areas faring
well. Pastures enjoyed the opportunity
to fulfil their potential, setting up fodder
reserves and enough rain fell to, in most
cases, fill water storages.
The summer has been kind with good early
rains allowing excellent pasture growth
before winter arrived. Consequently, sheep
health has been very good for nearly
twelve months which will allow a well
grown and healthy fibre to be harvested. I
imagine wool cuts will be up considerably
as will staple strength and a cleaner wool
clip. It is still very enjoyable to see the feed
on offer at present.
It has been pleasing to see the fine wool
market recover some lost ground after
Christmas. Anyone with wool to sell
in the period since has enjoyed wool
selling at a much improved level. It will
be interesting to see the amount of
fine wool production this year with the
genetic change in people’s flocks away
from fine wool combining with improved
feed conditions.
Congratulations must go to Russell and
Penny Hartwich, ‘Kelseldale’, on winning
two sections in the ASWGA Fleece
Competition, as well as the AraratBarunah award. An outstanding effort.
We had several members entering the
Australian Sheep and Wool show at
Bendigo with the region doing very well.
Congratulations to Stephen, Heather and
William Reid, ‘Kooringa’, Kim and Phil
Hartwich, ‘Mount Challicum’, and John
and Mac Barty, ‘Beverley’, all winning
respective sections. It was pleasing to
see many members exhibiting sheep at
the Bendigo Sheep and Wool show. Craig
Eagle, ‘Glencaber’, Russell Hartwich,
‘Kelseldale’, Phil Hartwich, ‘Mount
Challicum’, Noel Henderson, ‘Avington’,
and John Barty, ‘Beverley’ all did well in
their various sections. The quality of stock
appeared excellent and it was great to
see so many members contributing to the
industry. Special mention to ‘Kelseldale’
and ‘Mount Challicum’ which did well in
the restricted and unhoused sections,
with ‘Kelseldale’ subsequently taking
out Grand Champion Ewe at Hamilton
Sheepvention.

A highlight for the year was the ASWGA
Annual Dinner and Farm Tours’ weekend
based in the Ararat and Hamilton
regions. The Ararat region was very
well represented with Russell and
Penny Hartwich opening their property
for a very enjoyable day with quality
wool and stock on display, several
informative speakers in the morning, a
picturesque outlook for all to view and
above all good company enjoyed. Special
thanks to Russell and Penny Hartwich for
their contribution over the weekend and
in all the organisation prior to the event.
We also had many members helping
with the setup and catering – thank
you to all.
At the Dinner on the Saturday evening,
Kevin Dunn was presented with an
Honorary Life Membership of the
ASWGA. It was very pleasing to see
Kevin’s remarkable contribution over such
a long period acknowledged. The Ararat
region has always been well represented
with Kevin at the helm - with the best
interests of the association always at
front of mind.
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Another initiative throughout the year
has been the formation of a small
group, drawn mainly from regional
members, participating in the lifetime
ewe management course. Russell and
Penny Hartwich, Peter Hinchcliffe and
Geoff Phillips are all participating in the
course which revolves around animal
health and its influence on production
and reproductive rates. To date, all
participants appear to be enjoying the
course enormously, visiting each other’s
properties, condition scoring, assessing
pastures and feed requirements.
Thank you to our regional admin
team and in turn special thanks to the
Executive, particularly Simon Cameron,
for all their efforts in running the
Association.
Congratulations to Penny & Russell
Hartwich on the birth of their first child,
baby girl Sophie.

GEOFF PHILLIPS
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Goulburn – Yass Regional Report
We experienced an extremely dry winter
over all our region; . Although we are not
in drought conditions, the cold conditions
are putting stock under pressure with
paddock fodder getting short. The rain
events of between 20 to 30 mm scattered
our region at the end of July were a
welcome relief, follow up rain early August
should see grass growth early spring.
One positive is that the price of grain this
year for tableland growers, farmers can
buy fodder reserves at a reasonable price.
We are now half way through winter and
spring won’t come quickly enough for the
Goulburn/Yass & Monaro areas.
Early shearings vary but in most areas staple
strength seems only average due to the dry
summer and autumn, around 35 newtons
average seems normal, yields maybe down
a touch on the richer country due to a dusty
summer. VM should be very low this shearing
and length of staple seems very good.
Wool prices are now at a level where
traditional superfine breeders can now
exist, but these prices are only where they
need to be after 20 plus years of negative
returns. Prices have risen considerably;
one can only hope the prices hold for
these traditional wools. If they don’t, more
growers will continue to move to other
enterprises. Members are still decreasing
as we get older and young farmers are
continuing to chase profits rather than
passion. We also need to remember
that farmers only shear once a year and
although wool prices are almost where we
need them for existence, very few superfine
growers have benefited from the rise. Prices
in September and October will be the test
for the traditional superfine industry.
I still don’t believe there is enough price
differential between traditional and bolder
crimped wools of the same micron.

Left, Reserve Champion Poll Ram, which was also the Superfine Champion.
Right, Champion August shorn Ram that was an Ultrafine Ram.
Rams were held by Danny Picker & Alex Willson representing “Hillcreston Park” at the Annual
Northern Breeders Ram Sale & Show in Armidale.

Christopherson for $6,500 at the Armidale
Ram show & sale - the ram was the
champion superfine poll merino .
Danny and Megan Picker of Hillcreston Park
gained second place in the Zegna Wool
Trophy with a two bale line of ultrafine
wool. They also shared the 80’s section
winner of the ASWGA fleece Competition.
The number of members not mulesing their
sheep is now up around 70% in GoulburnYass (although our members are still
decreasing), We support the compilation of
a transition guide to assist other members to
achieve a NM status to increase competition
for their wool. Our region continues to
pursue excellence in all aspects of our
wool production including environmental
stewardship programs such as the Box Gum
Grassy Woodlands and as well as on-farm
tree planting programs. John and Robyn Ive
have received many awards in these areas.

Highlights of our season are few as
membership numbers decline.

Thank you to John Ive who once again
held the fort publicising the ASWGA at the
Annual Great Southern Merino Ram Show
& Sale, a very lonely job under current
circumstances.
Our industry needs to thank Helen
Cathles for her continual hard work for the
ASWGA. A big thank you to Lyndall Eeg
who is our Secretary Treasurer, great to
see member H. Paul Simons who has not
been well up and forging ahead again.

We are trying to get more participation
from members in Fleece and Wool
competitions to enhance our reputation in
the world of superfine production.
Hillcreston Park Merino Stud had a good
year with their on-property ram sale
averaging $1,543 with the top selling
$5,000 ram going to Little Valley merino
stud of New Zealand. The Stud is owned
by Lindon and Jenni Sanders. They
also sold a Poll Superfine Ram to Craig

At the recent United Nations Association of
Australia World Environment Day Climate
Action Awards forum in Melbourne John
and Robyn Ive, Talaheni, received the
Protecting Biodiversity from Rapid Climate
Change Award with John also receiving
a Special Commendation for the Climate
Change Leadership Award

Thankyou
Danny Picker with Lindon, Garth and
Jenny Sanders of Little Valley Station
Merino Stud of New Zealand. With
the fleece from the top price ram they
purchased at last seasons Hillcreston
Park Superfine Merino Stud sale.

DANNY PICKER
Branch Chairman
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Hamilton Region Report
Over the past twelve months, woolgrowers
in the Hamilton Region have been enjoying
an excellent season. Very little rain fell
before the autumn break in early May 2016
and it seemed like the rain just didn’t stop
from then on. By July most farm dams
were nearing capacity and paddocks were
waterlogged. For some shearing was a long
drawn-out process. The start of spring
brought with it another deluge of rain, with
some areas receiving over 125 mm in five
days. This left large bodies of water, swollen
rivers and creeks, damage to local road
infrastructure and in some instances, sheep
having to be rescued from small islands.
An abundance of grass followed; harvests
were extremely good. The summer was a
reasonably cool one, which helped keep
some freshness in the dry feed. ‘The best
autumn break in living memory’ is what
some local growers are describing this
year’s autumn break. An early rain in midMarch and extensive falls in late April, has
set the season up well with good pasture
growth rates right through into winter.
Currently the region’s sheep are in
excellent condition, fleece weights are
well above average and growers happily
selling into an improved wool market.
Most, if not all the district’s superfine
woolgrowers have now diversified into

other enterprises, booming mutton and
lamb prices, exceptional beef/cattle prices
and bumper crops have ensured viability
for most superfine woolgrowers. Superfine
wool price rises of 2017 have improved
morale considerably, however it appears
to be too little too late; better returns from
other enterprises maintaining their attraction.
Ultrafine woolgrowers producing wool under
14.5 micron are finding the going very tough.
Programs from some Italian mills to pay
more for exceptional bales is commendable
and is helping a handful of producers
remain viable, however it is not influencing
most commercial superfine woolgrowers
to maintain production. All superfine wool
growers need higher prices for their wool.
The consistent reporting of record price
levels for wool is a source of annoyance
for many superfine wool growers who
are selling their wool at prices well under
the levels of yesteryear and the cost of
production is significantly higher.
The highlight of the year for Hamilton
branch members was the success of the
ASWGA Reunion Dinner and Farm Tours.
A small group of Hamilton and Ararat
members teamed up to produce a big
effort over a short period of time with very
pleasing results. The support from a record
number of sponsors was greatly appreciated;

a morale booster for the small number of
members we have left in the industry.
The region’s members are thankful for the
support shown towards the farm tours and
reunion dinner and look forward to further
ASWGA events bringing like-minded
growers together.
Another plus for our small branch was the
members who flew the flag for Victoria
on the national stage. Congratulations to
Everard Linke and family in producing two
1PP bales in the 2016/17 selling season the only Victorian producer to make this
achievement.
“Rowensville” was again successful in
the Ermenegildo Zegna Vellus Aureum
Fleece competition - the 4th consecutive
win, equalling the Hundy family record.
“Rowensville” was the only Victorian
finalist in the Ermenegildo Zegna Fleece
Competition and Wool Awards.
In the ASWGA Fleece Competition
“Glenara Merino Stud” was placed first for
the Hamilton Region.
DAVID ROWBOTTOM
President
MATTHEW LINKE
Secretary
Hamilton ASWGA

Mudgee Region Report
Rain has been spasmodic throughout the
Region over the last twelve months. It
has been a bit of hit and miss, throughout
the Region, therefore some members are
hand feeding and others aren’t. With the
seasonal conditions, veggie matter may
have been a problem but luckily it isn’t as
bad as it could have been.
August shorn wool had good tensile
strength with very little VM and later
shorn wool was slightly tender. The
wool market has increased slightly but
still only survival rations, sustainability
for many woolgrowers is not positive.
In this Region and perhaps in other
areas, woolgrowers are getting to that
retirement age and it appears that the
next generation have little interest in
the ASWGA.
Diversification away from superfine
merinos to other breeds such as White
Suffolk, Border Leicester and Dorpers

has been increasing in our area. This
is becoming a problem in our Region,
especially Dorpers as it appears that
it is difficult to maintain them within
boundaries and are often found where
they shouldn’t be.
There has been an increase in wild dog
attacks in parts of the Mudgee Region,
with some members losing quite a few
sheep. Members are trying to do what
they can to control this issue, with some
attending workshops in using 1080
injectors. Hopefully this will have some
impact on wild dogs. Other members
have brought in wild dog trappers with
good results.
The ASWGA Dinner and Seminar in
Hamilton this year was relaxed and very
informative. Members who attended
thoroughly enjoyed the two days in such
a beautiful Region and with friendly
people. Thanks to the Members of
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Matthew & Everard Linke of Glenholme, in
the Hamilton Region Victoria with Mudgee
Members Daryl & Irene Croake of Oak
Hills visiting Sierra Park (Vic) as part of the
ASWGA dinner and farm tours.

Hamilton Region for putting on such an
enjoyable event.
Congratulations to the Hundy family
of Windradeen for their outstanding
achievements in the ASWGA & Zegna
competitions.
MURRAY PRICE
Chairman, Mudgee Region
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New England Region Report
What a difference a year makes – the
wool market, the mutton market and the
season performing in a once-in-a-lifetime
event. What a year it has been, and it
will now give growers great optimism
for the future. Truly a once-in-a-lifetime
experience for all of these business
drivers to be aligned.

Season
The seasonal conditions in the New
England region have been wonderful
– despite the extreme heat of Jan/Feb
2017, subsequent autumn rains have
been generous and the beginning of
winter quite mild, with feed continuing
to grow remarkably well into the winter.
Unfortunately, the abundant season has
contributed to more VM in the wool.

Tom and Joe Carlon “Queenlee” inspecting sheep at Uralla Show

Wool Market
The improvement in the wool market
has finally reached the superfine trade,
with prices rising strongly until mid-year.
What challenges the higher prices will
bring remains to be seen in the superfine
trade, although anecdotal evidence from
recent contact with mill customers is
that the price rises were expected due to
lack of supply in the premium end of the
market. Further challenges still lie ahead,
as surplus sheep will have been sold into
the mutton market, with repercussions for
flock rebuilding in the short term. Also
the constant off-loading of wethers will
reduce the availability of premium type
wools.

Regional Activities
The Armidale Ram Show and Sale was
again a very successful show and sale.
There was a definite increase in interest
in the very few premium traditional
superfine rams. On-property ram sales
in the region were buoyant, with some
growers considering returning to the
SF wool market with the current price
increases. The Uralla Show is always a
significant regional sheep event, providing
a platform for the younger generation to
practise their skills.

Regional Winners
Fantastic news that the prestigious 54th
Ermenegildo Zegna Wool Trophy, first
and third prizes have been taken out by
growers from the New England Region,
with David and Angie Waters taking
out First Prize, and Philip and Jenny
Carlon, “Queenlee” taking Third Prize in
the Superfine Wool Trophy division. The

RAS Ultrafine Grand Champion

Superfine Trophy this year, was awarded
to the Best Wool Lot, comprising 1-5 bales
of Superfine Wool and accompanied by
a declaration regarding the participating
farm’s animal welfare and environmental
credentials. Achieving a prize in the
competition is an amazing statement
regarding the consistency of wool type
across a flock, and we congratulate our
winners in particular.
Also congratulations to Leo and Judy
Blanch and their team at “Westvale” whose
continuing achievements demonstrate
their dedication to constantly improving
the premium end of the market. Great
successes with ultrafine rams and ewes
and junior ram and ewe and August
shorn ram and ewe champions at all local
shows. Great success at Sydney Royal
with Champion Ultrafine March Shorn
Ram, Grand Champion Ultrafine Ram and
Reserve Champion Ewe. Good prices also
for two rams sold at the Armidale Sale
achieving $7,000 and $4,000.

ASWGA Annual Conference
A few members from the New England
Region travelled to Hamilton for the
Annual ASWGA Conference and Awards
Ceremony. The best fleece from the
New England Region was won by Mark
and Lesleann Waters, who also took out
the prize for the Class 70s. Attendees
at the Hamilton event enjoyed the
relaxed format of the weekend, the
opportunity to enjoy the hospitality
offered, as well as learn from the onproperty visits.

Conclusion
Spirits are high after the year that has
been, but as business owners, growers
should always have an eye on market
directions and what our customers
are telling us. Social media has rapidly
changed our world in the last decade,
in ways that we would have thought
unimaginable. Social media brings
challenges for us as business owners,
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Scott Matthews and Brad Thorpe holding Armidale sale
rams No1 $7000(left) and No.2 $4000(right).

particularly in the public’s understanding
of how we do business and care for
our animals.
Social media is more intrusive than ever,
for every business, to prove they are
ethical and sustainable. Retailers, who are
the conduit of our product to the general
public, are more and more demanding
and operating in a world of social media.

It behoves us as producers to be able
to prove that our product can be traced
through the supply chain to its source and
that our production standards, ethical and
sustainable treatment of our land and our
animals, are beyond reproach.
Amongst all the other challenges that
we have in running a farm (in order to
ensure there is a demand for our produce

Westvale Rams

if growers are to move with the times),
then it will be a requirement to embrace
these criteria and standards which will
set us apart from the competition, and
be able to prove that a premium price
is justified.

CATHY HAYNE
Chair
ASWGA – New England Region

South Australia Region Report
South Australia has experienced an
interesting twelve months. Last Winter was
wet and windy. I can’t remember winds
like we had on such a consistent basis. So
many beautiful trees destroyed throughout
the State. We would just clean up from one
storm and the next one would hit. These
continued from June to after Christmas and
with each one, havoc was wreaked. Loss of
power was common and even resulted in
the whole State having a blackout.
The good thing from all the rain was that
our dams filled very early and for the
most, we all had good water supply going
into Summer We were able to have an
excellent hay cut and on the whole, crops
recorded very good yields, albeit with
disappointing prices, but quantity made
up for this to some degree.
The conditions also made for very late
harvesting around the State, even the
grapes were picked late, and in some
cases people had not even started, when
at the same time the year before, harvest
was finished. This was similar with the
fruit growers as well.
It was nice having green feed right
through summer, but it created some
extreme fly trouble. One of the worst we

have had, very rarely get body strike with
our sheep but a big 90mm rainfall storm
at Christmas time, meant the sheep were
in very humid conditions. Many were
jetted more than once.
One upside has been not a lot of feeding
through the autumn, even the cattle are
not screaming for the hay as per normal
and all stock have gone into winter in
solid condition, which is pleasing. Whilst
still feeding a little, we have been able to
wind it back considerably.
The rains have not really come as yet;
we have had a couple of teasers, enough
to get the green going again but nothing
substantial. The last week or two we have
had a frost all but a couple of days, which
is never good.
Lambing has been good so far, the green
summer made for excellent mating
conditions and there is a high number of
multiple births
Wool prices continue to climb. We were
fortunate to sell at a solid time and very
happy with the results. The EMI has risen
well since that time and I look forward to
another good selling season; nice to get
some reward for all the hard work at last.
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Meat prices also have stayed firm, mutton
selling very well here at present.
Hopefully by the time we read this, we
have had some good rains and the season
finishes off well.
NICK SEAGER
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Tasmanian Region Report
Despite low pasture levels and some flood
damage in the Winter, and waterlogged
soils through into spring, most would rate
seasonal conditions over the past year as
good, and some would say better.
Tasmanian production (19µm and finer)
increased slightly (1.5%). Falls in production
of 16µm (22%) and 17µm (3%) were largely
offset by increases in 18µm (13%) and 19µm
(17%) over the year. It is more likely that this
reflects the change in enterprise mix, rather
than seasonal variance. The recent lift in the
market may slow the exodus from superfine
wool however, the markets for alternative
enterprises are just as strong or stronger.

Back row: Allan Phillips, Warwick O’Connor, Frank O’Connor, Richard Gee,
Vanessa Thirkell Johnston Front row: Simon Cameron, John Taylor, Ian Thirkell Johnston

The quality of the clip was similar to the
previous year although strength was down
slightly. Participation in fleece competitions
has been maintained, with many adapting
to the changes in the Zegna competition.
Congratulations to Patterdale, Kingston and
Glen Stuart for making the final ten.
The Campbell Town Show remains a focal
point for local members. Merino entries
remain low, although a slight increase
on the previous year. The Champion
Ultrafine Merino Ram, Reserve Champion
Ultrafine Merino Ram and the Supreme
Ultrafine Exhibit were won by John F. R.
Taylor from Winton Estate. Mrs Georgina
Wallace of Trefusis won the Superfine
Merino Ram and the Superfine Merino
Ewe Championships.

Matilda Scott, Andrew Raeber and Sam Nicholson judging New England Fleece Competition

The wool section remained well supported
with many Merino fleece entries. The New
England Wool Trophy (18.5µm and Finer)
went to Carol and Allan Phillips of Glen
Stuart and the Champion Superfine Ram
and Champion Superfine Ewe Fleece were
won by John F. R. Taylor of Winton Estate.
Carol and Rodney Westmore of Patterdale
won the Group of three Superfine Merino
Fleeces.
An Honorary Life Membership was
presented to John Taylor for fifty years
of service to the show as a Committee
member, including being a Past President
and Sheep and Wool Exhibitor.
Seventy years ago in 1947, the Tasmanian
Fine Merino Breeder’s Association was
established. This organisation promoted
the sale of wool to mills in the UK, Italy
and Japan over many years. It became
affiliated with the ASWGA when it was
formed in 1972.
IAN THIRKELL-JOHNSTON
Chairman – ASWGA Tasmania

John Taylor accepting his Life Membership from the MAA
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Western Australia Region Report
It has been very pleasing to see the wool
market taking off with some enthusiasm.
Misty Hills sold their clip in early
December, and were quite happy with
prices received. But as the selling season
went on and the prices continued to rise,
a little of the gloss went off their decision.
Nevertheless, it has been a very strong
and sustained market and it put a lot of
confidence in the region.
Of course, the other big driver of
contentment in the regions is the weather.
The 2017 year started off in great style,
with widespread rain across the Great
Southern and adjacent agricultural regions
from January through to April. However,
unseasonal rains early in February caused
disastrous flooding in south coastal areas
and big soaking rains in most other parts.
Unfortunately it all came to a halt - the
paddocks are now very dry with barely
a green tinge visible. The sale yards are
starting to fill up with dry ewes and light
weight young sheep. The current forecast
is for some light showers only.
Wool cuts for autumn shearers were
excellent and the wool sound. Spring
shearers should also cut well, but some
properties will have difficulty maintaining
wool strength.
The prolonged period of low prices for
superfine wool has seen the demise of
several superfine flocks, with growers
being attracted to other enterprises or
buying rams with higher perceived profits.
Recent higher premiums for superfine
wool come as a welcome relief at a time
when breeding and wool preparation skills
and enthusiasm were being badly eroded.
Morgan Sounness is still doing great
things with Kikuyu development and
seed production, and this fits well with
superfine wool growing with the out-ofseason green pick giving a much needed
boost to wool strength and cut.
Roland Ritson of “Grindon” has been
doing a study on wool testing of superfine
wool and has found very disturbing
evidence of inadequate curvature
measurement, badly affecting the price
and production of the best fine crimped
superfine wool.
Jim and Faye Pepper of Mumballview
made the trip across the Nullarbor for
the second year in a row to attend the
Association’s get-together at Hamilton.
Jim reports that they had a great time

and thoroughly enjoyed the event and
social interaction. They particularly liked
the farm visits and the opportunity to
look at how other producers manage
their enterprises. Heather and Russell
of Misty Hills would have loved to have
joined them, however had already made
the decision to take a Poll ram over to
the Bendigo Show. They regularly travel
to sheep shows and events across the
country, as they feel a bit isolated in WA,
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these events help keep them in touch with
the some of the best genetics.
It would be really nice to have some fine
wool producers from the east make the trip
across to the west. The Great Southern,
South West and the Coastal Regions offer
some offer some fantastic tourist sites. You
would be made most welcome.
RUSSELL MEATON & ROLAND RITSON
Western Australian Region
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CAMERON COX of Bocoble
Merino Stud, Mudgee
Last summer we tragically lost Cameron
in a freakish accident. Cam was struck by
lightning while fighting a bush fire with his
family.
Cam a well-respected young man, was
quietly spoken, a friend and young gentleman
too all who knew him. Cam was only 22
years of age at the time, far too young to
go - such talent and potentially a big loss.

Cam was heading in the direction of a
superfine wool grower leader. His knowledge
of sheep and wool was very evident. The
way he could handle and prepare sheep for
show and sale was up there with the best; his
mentors were some of the most respected they were his close family.
The ASWGA family sends its deepest
sympathy to parents Malcom & Jo,

Cameron Cox with Peter Haynes Agribusiness manager, Armidale.

grandparents Bruce and Gloria and
of course, sister Bec (his good friend)
- also a great loss for his girlfriend
Georgia Walter.
The ram, exhibited by Cameron Cox,
won both the champion ultrafine and
champion poll ram competitions earlier in
the day. Bocoble stud also had the reserve
champ ultrafine ram.

Malcolm, Bec and Cameron Cox at the Northern Merino Ram
Breeders’ Association show at Armidale

HILLCRESTON PARK SUPERFINE MERINO STUD

Annual Ram Sale held in October every year
Five stud and 20 specially selected
superfine merino rams
Two stud and 23 specially selected

Danny and Megan Picker
p: 02 4835 2220

m: 0427 123 478

e: dan.d@activ8.net.au

w: hillcrestonparkmerinos.com

VR4219345

superfine poll merino rams
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Brian Fraser remembered for
putting service above self
for Tallangatta Valley
COMMUNITY CAMPAIGNER:
Tallangatta advocate and farmer Brian
Fraser died peacefully at his family home
“Heatherlie” on 11 January 2017.
Brian Fraser was born at his family’s farm
“Heatherlie”, Tallangatta in 1935 and spent
his life there – it was a farm and district he
loved. There would be few people in the
Tallangatta Valley who hadn’t benefited
from his generous community-minded
approach to life. Mr Fraser died peacefully
at “Heatherlie” on Wednesday.
Between raising five children with wife
Mary and running the family’s successful
sheep and cattle farm, Mr Fraser always
found time for others. He was President
of Tallangatta’s primary and high schools,
has been recognised as a Paul Harris
Fellow for his work with the Tallangatta
Rotary Club, was involved with the
Tallangatta Valley Fire Brigade for more
than sixty years, including serving as
CFA District 24 group officer for more
than two decades. Mr Fraser was a
district Victorian Farmers Federation
President for many years, established
the Albury-Wodonga Superfine Wool
Growers’ Association branch and was

an original Director with the Australian
Wool Network.
In 2002 he drew national attention to
a crisis faced by many farmers when
he organised and chaired a National
Wild Dog Summit. It was the first
time landholders, wild dog experts
and control agencies met together and
developed a uniform approach to tackling
the wild dog issue.
And he found time for other things.
There’s his national speedboat driving
championship, his time as a respected
writer and commentator on rural
issues and Tallangatta Golf Club
championships. That was after he helped
establish the golf club, which went from
an idea to working sand-scrape course,
complete with Milo tins for holes, in just
three weekends.
Long-time friend and wild dog advocate
Stuart Morant said he was a fantastic
grassroots worker for his community.
“I don’t think there’d be a thing in the
Valley that he hadn’t been a chairperson
of, and he made a wonderful public
contribution,” Mr Morant said.

In 2006 he appeared on ABC
television’s The New Inventors with
the Krata Shaka he developed with a
neighbour. It allowed workers on road
maintenance gangs to spread cement and
other dry binder materials in a fraction
of the time it usually took. “He had a
very involved community life and got
on well with people, and he was a good
farmer and was a good family man,”
Mrs Fraser said.
Mr Fraser is survived by his wife and
children Kate, Belinda, Mac, Sarah and
Anna and eleven grandchildren.
John Chanter-The Border Mail

Castle Hill’s Place In History
England has long been associated with
fine Yorkshire worsted cloth and tweeds,
as well as with bespoke sartorial tailoring.
The Yorkshire textile industry was
traditionally cottage-based until the turn
of the 19th Century and the Industrial
Revolution.
That is when Huddersfield became a
manufacturing town producing woollen
textiles, with thousands of workers from
the surrounding Colne Valley taking their
skills and crafts into the spinning and
weaving mills.
In 1883, large gatherings took place
on The Caste Hill during the Great
Weavers Strike, when angry crowds
of Yorkshire weavers protested at the

prospect of losing their livelihood due
to the introduction of machinery to the
mills. These very same weavers produced
fine woollen cloth and later fine worsted
cloths, giving birth to what would become
a highly revered global textile mark
of quality and excellence - “Made in
Huddersfield - England”. These were the
original Cloths of Kings, Queens, Princes,
Princesses, Sultans, Emirs, Warlords and
the Emperors of the World.
Standing proudly over Huddersfield is The
Queen Victoria Tower on The Castle Hill,
which was built in 1897 as a permanent
memorial of her 60-year reign, the longest
of any monarch at the time. To celebrate
Huddersfield’s textile heritage, the styling
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CASTLE HILL BESPOKE
T H E F I N E ST CLOT H A N D TA I LO R I N G F RO M H U D D E R SF I E L D

ENGLAND

supremacy of English tailoring, and the
romance and provenance of the Queen
Victoria Tower on Castle Hill, we have
spun, woven, designed and created the
Castle Hill Bespoke collection; a range
of outstanding cloths in marvellous
tailoring styles.
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ASWGA and a Fresh Image
ASWGA has recently refreshed its website.
There are many reasons, for any enterprise,
to have a fresh and modern website. A
professionally-designed website conveys
a strong image of your organisation to the
public. Often it’s the first encounter the
public will have with your organisation
and a perfect opportunity to make a
lasting impression. Your website can be
an ever-changing source of information
that is an effective way of communicating
current information and news. Always
accessible, it provides a quick and easy
way to access information, opening the
door to a wider audience to showcase your
organisation and provides a value add.
Most importantly, it facilitates ASWGA in
communicating with our stakeholders.
With thanks to Michaela Mills Design,
ASWGA’s fresh and modern website
went live in April 2017 and now forms an
important public impression of ASWGA.
We’re working on the next stage of our
digital evolution, which is to develop
a customised template for our grower
members to develop their own online
presence, which will link through to

the ASWGA website. This will promote
valuable information about our individual
grower members, your region, your farm,
its provenance and authenticity and your
wool availability - opening the door for
your product to a wider audience.

The website was designed by MMD Graphic
Design, specialists in designing creative and
beautiful websites which are easy to update
and maintain. www.mmdgraphicdesign.com.
au
Be in touch soon!
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Bellevue Park Wool
now have a range of
20 colours in 4 and 8 ply yarn,
as well as undyed and
unbleached hanks for hand dying.
Please check out our website for
our full range.

Bellevue Park Merino
and Poll Merino Stud
have a selection of
Superfine Rams For Sale.
Viewing by appointment

www.bellevuepark.com.au

0432 201 484

Jim Fletcher

PO Box 1003 Cooma NSW 2630
VR4212208
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The Truth About Wool –
Chantel McAlister
Chantel McAlister has hung up her
woolclassing stencil for 2017 and is on a
mission to promote the wool industry on a
national scale.
Growing up in Brisbane, the odd petting
zoo during her early years was the only
exposure to sheep Chantel had during
her childhood and teens and she couldn’t
tell you how wool went from sheep to
garment. In fact, until her early twenties,
she had assumed that old men cut the
wool off sheep with blades and this was
then sent in something like a sheep skin
format to women who would then knit
the horribly itchy orange blankets that her
mum used to stuff into her sleeping bag
on family camping trips. She wasn’t a fan
of wool from a young age.

mulesing. This image stuck with Chantel;
in fact it haunted her for many years. She
made up her mind there and then that
all farmers are barbaric, all sheep were
mistreated and she would never, ever
buy wool. She formed this rather strong
opinion from outdated cheap blankets and
sensationalised imagery.

When she first got her driver’s licence in
the city, a billboard on a main Brisbane
city intersection caught her eye. It had a
photo of a lamb that had been butchered
from hock up around its tail and was
bleeding profusely. This was a campaign
from an animal activist group boycotting
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It wasn’t until Chantel met her partner
and moved to his family sheep property at
‘Sutton Grange’ in Meandarra, Qld that she
was faced with the truth about wool.
Not long after her move to the bush,
Chantel followed her partner (a shearer)
into woolshed work and soon became

www.aswga.com
a woolclasser and later a masterclasser.
Documenting her life in the woolsheds for
her friends and family back home in the
city, Chantel has been promoting life in
the sheds for the last decade.
In 2016, Chantel took her wool industry
promotion to a grander scale and launched
her own campaign to promote positive
imagery and stories from the wool industry,
titled ‘The Truth About Wool’. She is on a
mission to educate metropolitan areas on
wool growing and harvesting processes,
dispel misconceptions held about wool and
give some recognition to the hardworking
men and women contributing to the
wool industry.
Currently touring nationally, photographing
and filming the wool industry, Chantel
will be visiting woolgrowing properties,
shearing teams and wool industry
businesses until the end of 2017. Along
the way, she will be telling wool industry
stories using social media (Facebook,
Twitter, Instagram and Snapchat) - later
publishing these into a book.
The Truth About Wool National Tour
is largely self-funded by Chantel and
a crowd funding campaign has been
launched to help keep her on the road
promoting the wool industry. You
can donate at www.gofundme.com/
thetruthaboutwool
The tour will be travelling through SA,
NSW, Victoria and southern WA, from
August to December, if you would
like a visit from Chantel and have
your story told, please contact her at
www.thetruthaboutwool.com

Chantel visits Sierra
Park & Barega
The farm to fibre concept resonates
deeply with the Crawfords. So much so,
that when their wool leaves their farm,
they know exactly where most of it ends
up. Working closely with Italian buyers
and leaving out the middleman, they
have been able to physically see the end
result of all of their hard work – a deeply
satisfying experience for a woolgrower.

Bill Crawford – Sierra Park

Sierra Park Merino Stud in the Victoria Valley
has been in the Crawford family for four
generations with its fifth waiting in the wings.
Although they may be growing traditional
superfine wool (this wool type has been
around since the early days of the Australian
wool industry), they aren’t stuck in the past.
In fact, they rarely stand still.

There has been a large demand (and
competition within the wool industry)
to grow the finest traditional wool for
many, many farming generations now.
While the heat was on for this, the
Crawfords nailed ultrafine wool growing
and wereproducing a few bales of
12.8 microns from their wool clip for
around ten years.
Although it may be a great feeling
achieving those low micron numbers,
these days the Crawfords see no huge
market demand for it, and that’s what they
are all about. With their flock now sitting
at 16.5 microns, they are diversifying their
strategies constantly to make sure they
are always moving forward.
Sierra Park is growing traditional wool, for
the modern world.
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“Barega” Tasmania
The sheep living at Chris Cocker and
Shelley Saunders’ Nile property are
“happy little vegemites”. Their world is
meticulously monitored and controlled,
but at the same time these woolly beauties
are free to just be themselves. Welcome to
Barega Merinos.
It may come as no surprise that ultrafine
and superfine wool is grown on Chris and
Shelley’s farm, nestled in the northern
midlands of Tasmania. When you delve
a little deeper, there is so much more to
this property than just traditional wool
and farming practices. “Barega” is one
of a kind and paving the way for a new
generation of merinos.
Coming in at an astonishing 14.2 - 16.5
micron, Barega wool is not only a treat
for the eyes with its fine (but bold)
crimp and gorgeous lustre, but is one
of nature’s wonders. Bred specifically
to be worn close to skin. Itchy woolly
jumpers are just non-existent in the
world of Barega. Running my hands
through the fleeces in the woolshed was
like handling silk or cashmere. Even that
doesn’t cut it really. The softness is like
holding air.
The fleece will win even the hardest hands
over quite easily and the sheep producing
it – well, they are something else.
Traditionally, super/ultrafine merinos
have been small little darlings with
wrinkly skin and prone to pesky problems
like flystrike. Prevention for this had been
mulesing and tail docking. While the wool

Shelley Cocker and friends
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may have traditional traits, the bodies
growing it are new age, thanks to careful
genetic selection and the infusion of SRS
(soft rolling skin) merinos.
The skins of Barega merinos have been
ironed out, where there once were folds,
there now is plain skin. What this means
for the sheep is their breeches are bare
and smooth-skinned, eliminating the need
for mulesing. Down the right track for
ethical farming. But it doesn’t stop there.
The traditional long tails of merinos are
weak and the perfect breeding ground for
disease. Prevention had always meant tail
docking.

On a personal note – while the property
and sheep are incredible (Chris and
Shelley too), I was also impressed at the
time and effort Shelley is investing to do
her bit to promote the wool industry and

educate others, not only on what her farm
does, but the benefits of wool. Visit her
website www.baregamerino.com.au
and be inspired by her promotion of
our industry.

With careful genetic selection, these
merinos are now only growing short
tails strong enough to be lifted when
needed, naturally eliminating any disease
or flystrike risk. Tail docking, along
with mulesing, are now just a distant
memory. Ethical livestock treatment is
paramount for Chris and Shelley and
they fully understand that the health and
wellbeing of their stock also starts from
the ground up.
Low stress animal management,
minimal human interference, pasture
regeneration and diversity, biosecurity
and even compost teas to encourage
active soil biology, are just some of
the many stringent farming practices
in place. Put them all together and
you’ve got a sustainable, ethical,
contemporary woolgrowing property
paving the way for future generations of
super/ultrafine merinos.
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Norwegian Artists Embrace
Australian Superfine Wool
In 2017, Australian Superfine Merino
by Cleckheaton 8ply yarn made from
fleece sourced from ASWGA members,
is launching its inaugural international
design collaboration! For the first time
ever, the celebrated Scandinavian textile
artists, Arne Nerjordet and Carlos
Zachrison, are visiting Australian shores.
Highly regarded designers, textile
artists and authors, their colourful and
visually striking work is influenced by
their Scandinavian background and their
everyday life in rural Norway.
Norway has been identified as a new
strategic target for Australian Superfine
Merino by Cleckheaton 8ply with research
indicating that the 5 million high socio
economic population are very conscious
of animal welfare and the traceable
provenance of their products. These
purchase drivers coupled with the
severe climate of northern Europe make
Scandinavia an ideal retail market for
premium hand knitting yarns such as
Australian Superfine Merino by Cleckheaton
8 ply.

The Norwegian superstars are travelled
to Australia this July to launch their
inaugural designer collaboration with the
incredibly soft Australian Superfine Merino
by Cleckheaton 8ply yarn. The world’s
first yarn made from 100% Australian
superfine merino launched in Australia
in 2014, is certified by the Woolmark
Company and endorsed by the ASWGA.
“We are thrilled to launch our first design
collaboration and to showcase the world’s
finest wool from Australia to a new group
of knitters in Scandinavia. Equally we
are excited to share this new work with
our Australian audience. We knew that
ARNE & CARLOS have an amazing global
presence; however, all their Australian
events are selling out as fast said CEO
of Australian Country spinners,, Brenda
McGahan.
The duo is hosted events in both Sydney
and Melbourne. The largest of these, the
Craft & Quilt Fair held at the Melbourne
Exhibition Centre, Docklands runs over
4 days from July 27-30 and is the most
prestigious consumer crafting event in
Australia, attracting a huge number of
crafters from around the country.
Carol and Allan Phillips who hosted Arne
and Carlos during their Tasmanian tour
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John Taylor, “Winton” arranging a fleece during Arne and Carlos visit.

ARNE & CARLOS will be appearing at the
show each day from 11AM -3PM, with an
Australian Superfine Merino by Cleckheaton
Fashion Show also being held at 1pm
daily, featuring hand-knitted garments
and accessories created by some of the
world’s best hand knitting designers based
in Melbourne.
During their stay in Australia, ARNE &
CARLOS will be travelling to Tasmania
to visit ‘Winton’, owned by John
and Vera Taylor and will experience
shearing at ‘Glen Stuart’, owned by,
Allan and Carol Phillips. The Phillips
are long standing partners of Australian
Superfine Merino by Cleckheaton, starring
in the brand’s first campaign. “Our
property is in Tasmania, where we have
a flock of superfine merinos which
produce fleece with a very low micron,
on the finer end of the superfine merino
category. This makes the finished
product incredibly soft and comfortable
next to the skin. The fleece is also very
white – which means it holds a variety
of rich, deep colours very well”, said
Allan Phillips.

A number of ASWGA members will also
attended the Craft & Quilt Fair to be
present at the daily Cleckheaton Superfine
Fashion Parade as well as meet and greet
fair attendees in a dedicated educational
space presented by Australian Wool
Innovation.
“It was great to see all the different
coloured yarn on display at the show – it
should certainly get the knitters very
excited. At previous events we have
attended, my wife and I love seeing the
knitters appreciate Australian wool”,
said Allan.
If you are interested in purchasing
Australian Superfine Merino by Cleckheaton
8 ply, it is available at specialist yarn stores
across Australia, New Zealand and the
USA and online at cleckheatonsuperfine.
com.au. If you are interested in supplying
fleece to ACS, please contact Melissa
Mulley (ASWGA) 03 9311 9271 or
Brenda McGahan (ACS) 03 9380 3888,
for further details.
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Only Merino Takes A New Direction
Superfine wool growers have the
opportunity to play their part in the creation
of an exciting range of garments made and
produced in Australia from 100 per cent
Australian-grown Merino wool.
Australian Wool Network (AWN)
produces its Only Merino range at
Hysport, its purpose-built manufacturing
facility at Carrum Downs in Victoria.
Finer wool types with a longer staple
length are used in the production of
Only Merino garments and growers are
invited to become part of AWN’s ‘bale to
retail’ concept.
Using only pure Australian grown Merino
wool, AWN’s unique DNA program
showcases those who contributed to the
making of the garment – the AWN clients,
their sheep and the environment in which
it was grown. The story from sheep to
consumer is told via a QR code-enabled
swing tag attached to the garments.
The Only Merino range is taking an
exciting new direction, which will be
launched later in the year, and which
has been very much influenced by
AWN’s newest appointment in their

manufacturing division, Alvie Webster, as
General Manager of Sales and Marketing.
With her extensive wholesale and retail
background, Alvie has been quick to
see the benefits of AWN’s ‘bale to retail’
concept.
“I am very passionate about AWN’s
vision, beliefs and core values. I believe
strongly in the grower to retail philosophy.
I fell in love with the company’s vision for
the future and I very much wanted to be a
part of it”, she said.
“We are taking an exciting new direction
with our brands and we will be promoting
a much stronger connection to AWN.
Our new brand strategy will be launched
later this year, staying true to our natural
life philosophy. We are targeting youthful
sophistication with the Only Merino
range, producing garments which are
wearable at all times of the day, from
morning into evening.
“And when I say youthful I mean in
mindset and outlook; we still care about
and cater for all wool lovers. The Only
Merino new range is gorgeous and it

Schute Bell
Badgery Lumby
Professional & Personalised
• Wool Brokers
• Livestock Marketing
• Stock & Station Agents
• Rural Property Marketing
• Real Estate Agents
• Finance Providers
• Insurance Agents
We offer a variety of services with
convenient Wool Store locations across
Eastern Australia.

Contact Head Office
www.schutebell.com.au
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Ph: (02) 9892 0700
sbbl@schutebell.com

VR4188970

• Flock and clip preparation advice
• Tailoring selling methods to suit producer
needs auction, private, reclassing &
rehandle facilities
• Assistance in risk management
• 42 day interest free shearing advance
• Weekly wool market reports
• Local and overseas market information
• Sheep classing and ram selection service
• Personalised livestock marketing and sales
• Stud stock sales and advice
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will absolutely appeal to a variety of
consumers.
Our consumers have come to treasure
quality and performance, with our
products remaining ideal for layering.’’
The new Only Merino range will be
perfect to partner with AWN’s Hedrena
garments, which are made from
100 per cent wool, making them light and
breathable, according to Alvie.
“Only Merino is perfect to be worn over
Hedrena key pieces such as pants and
close-to-body tops. Layering allows
you to look amazing at all times of
the day while catering for different
temperatures and situations.” The
new Only Merino range also offers
some fantastic women’s and men’s
pieces which can be worn into the
evening. Our consumers are investing
in quality garments and we want them
to be worn on a variety of occasions
and not just outdoors on a cold
winter’s day.’’
Alvie joined AWN in June, but has long
been a true believer in the bale to retail
concept.

Hedrena’s Naru Tunic and Pin Stitch Flare
Pant are perfect next-to-skin garments that
can be worn under Only Merino.

Only Merino, Toronto Cowl Neck.

“In the future the retailers who do well
will be selling products which have a
true heritage and legacy behind them.
Consumers are becoming far more
discerning, as well as being disheartened
by disposable fast fashion. The future
is quality garments and retailers with a
genuine story to tell,’’ she said.
Growers now have their opportunity
to be part of this story through AWN’s
DNA program.
AWN’s programs continue to drive
demand for wool and deliver genuine
value to its woolgrowing client base.
AWN has realised its vision to create
something unique in the industry
by bringing woolgrowers and wool
processors together. That vision has
been extended to the end of the supply
pipeline and AWN can deliver its vision in
full – bringing wool growers, processors
and consumers together.
Growers benefit by receiving a financial
advantage for wools delivered to
specification and seeing the final product
made using their wool, while consumers
experience the beauty and luxury of
wearing garments made from Australiangrown Merino wools, which are produced
right here in Australia.
AWN is Australia’s largest independent
wool broker and the only wool broker

Only Merino, Quebec Poncho

and marketing company to manufacture
its own garments in Australia and
create a genuine linkage along the wool
processing pipeline from raw product to
finished garment.

If growers would like to join AWN and find
out more about how they too can include
their wool in Australian-made products,
they should contact a local AWN wool
specialist or visit woolnetwork.com.au
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Full circle - Suits and the mob that provided the wool.

2017 ASWGA photographic
competition again goes to a
Tasmanian entry
Perhaps the title should be “You have got
to get lucky sometime”. It is a photo that
means a lot to me. The retailer, M.J. Bale
selected Kingston to provide wool for
a single source suiting range that was
launched earlier this year. In fact, in the
main photo, the suits being worn by the
models are made not just from Kingston
wool, but wool primarily from the mob
encircling them. Talk about authenticity and
traceability!
Why the foggy look? Simple. The film
crew and the models arrived at the farm
before dawn to do the photography for the
ultimate sunrise shot for the promotional
material. Instead of the sun, we had the
heaviest fog seen at Kingston in the last
ten years! Mother Nature was a major
influence on the style of the promotional
material. The photo I was successful
with was just me photographing the
real people in action. The second photo
illustrates this better.

The Dawn Shoot
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Mill Member – Vitale Barberis
Canonico
Earlier this year Vitale Barberis Canonico
(VBC) became a mill member of the
ASWGA. In fact, VBC is no stranger to
many Australian superfine woolgrowers,
being one of the most preferred
customers.
VBC has been part of the Australian wool
industry for a lot longer than most of us,
but it is still worth recounting some of
the deep history of the company. It is
located in Italy’s Biella region, about 80
kilometres from Milan, an area known
for textile production since the thirteenth
century. Some of us think we have an
industry heritage when we say we go back
six generations. The Barberis Canonico’s
go back 15 generations! The family traces
its involvement in textile production back
to a 1663 document that records a sale to
the Duke of Savoia.
VBC is an example of a highly successful
business with a very proud heritage.
Although it has had its share of
challenging times. These included the
Great Depression and the lead up to
World War II. It has also weathered the
storm of cheap imports and lower labour
costs in less developed countries that
have left the Biella region littered with
deserted textile factories. During this
period VBC not only survived, it thrived
due to its focus on quality at an affordable
price. Output went from 6 million metres
of fabric in 2000 to its current rate of
about 10 million metres per year. This
now equates to approximately 35,000
bales of raw wool.
The era we are most familiar with belongs
to the period since Alberto and his brother
Luciano took control in 1970. The former
focussed on the technical side and the
latter sales and the company’s world-wide
reputation. In 2008 the next generation,
the cousins Alessandro, Francesco and
Lucia took over.
It is VBC’s leading edge production
technology and its quality control
that have provided the platform for
the company’s global success. How it
operates is also important to the family
run company. In 2008 VBC adopted its
Code of Ethics, a wide ranging document
providing guidelines for the whole
company, its customers and its suppliers.
These place it well ahead of its legal

Alberto Barberis-Canonico, architect of the VBC Wool Excellence Club

obligations in matters such as employee
safeguards and environmental protection.
The quality of raw wool purchased has
always been an important focus and part
of the rationale for New England Wool
(NEW), its partnership with another fabric
manufacturer, Reda, being established.
Andrew Blanch, NEW’s Managing
Director, summed up the requirement;
“There is no doubt that success will only
come by understanding the requirements
of the consumer and continuing to source
the highest quality raw product”. The
SustainaWOOLTM initiative is part of this.
As well as managing wool purchases NEW
has been providing guidance, support and
additional incentives to growers for many
years. There have been times when it has
exceeded what it needed to do to secure
supplies of its preferred wool types.
I remember a Launceston sale when
superfine was really struggling where
lot after lot was knocked down to New
England Wool with a single bid well above
the starting call. “It would have been a
blood bath but for New England” was the
Robert’s wool manager’s comment after
the sale.
New England’s Ultimate Clip Competition
ran for twenty years from 1993 to 2013.
It supported producers of commercial

quantities of superior superfine wool
(judging the whole clip not just a fleece or
a bale). By its final year, it was the largest
competition of its kind in the world.
In late 2014, the very generous VBC
Wool Excellence Award was launched
to promote “the sustainable production
of Superfine Saxon® wool, rewarding
the best natural conditions and grazing
areas, as well as the adoption of correct
practices that respect the environment
and sheep’s wellbeing, allowing them
to graze freely”. This was followed in
2015 by the VBC Wool Excellence Club.
Alberto, yes, in spite of handing over to
Alessandro, he is still very active, was the
driver behind this initiative. While it is
called a “club”, he insists that any grower
with well-prepared Saxon type wool can
apply to participate. The Wool Excellence
Club and its related activities, including
extensive price premiums, represent an
investment approaching $2 million a year.
Vitale Barberis Canonico has a long
history of involvement with our industry
and support for our growers. We are
fortunate to now be able to forge closer
links as a result of their membership
of ASWGA.
Simon Cameron
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The SustainaWOOL™ Integrity
Scheme – strong growth and a new
improved version for changing times
The New England Wool-managed
SustainaWOOL™ Integrity Scheme has
shown phenomenal growth since its
humble beginnings early in 2015. The
Scheme, whose major sponsors are the
shareholders of New England Wool, Reda
and Vitale Barberis Canonico, now boasts
over 620 accredited farms, making it
one of the largest sustainability schemes
within the wool industry. The Scheme
is about to ‘relaunch’ in August 2017 to
strengthen a number of areas in line with
processor and brand/consumer standards
and requirements.
The Scheme was designed as a tool for
the Italian shareholder to allow them to
show their clients just how well their raw
material suppliers (wool producers) cared
for their animals and their environment. The
basic philosophy behind the Scheme was
‘To promote the production of the highest
quality wool via the sustainable management
of natural and physical resources’.
“The Scheme promotes the high-level
animal welfare and environmental
practices performed by the majority of
wool producers in Australia - many of
which are performed routinely but not
promoted effectively to those who use this
wonderful fibre”, explains the instigator of
the SustainaWOOL™ Integrity Scheme,
Mr Andrew Blanch, Managing Director
of New England Wool. “I believe that
by providing a platform for growers to
promote their professional behaviour to
the world, those who are accredited have
taken real ownership of the Scheme”,
remarked Mr Blanch.
“The wool consumer is increasingly
demanding a higher level of traceability
along the pipeline of the production
system from which they buy. Not only
does the product need to be of the
highest quality, there also needs to be a
compelling ‘story’ behind the product,
clearly showing the highest level of
environmental and social sustainability
and animal welfare”, Mr Blanch stated.
New England Wool prides itself on its long
and close association with woolgrowers
throughout Australia, New Zealand and
South Africa. Mr Blanch believes that

New England Wool has a major role in
promoting the highly professional and
ethical wool production systems of its
suppliers. “The woolgrowers are the very
soul of our well- developed supply chain,
and we are keen for them to tell their own
story, but our Company, with the help of our
shareholders, needs to advise our current
and potential suppliers of areas that can be
improved or enhanced in certain production
systems. New England Wool wants its
suppliers to stand out from the crowd – in
the very best way”, said Mr Blanch.
The SustainaWOOL™ Integrity Scheme
is the largest sustainability scheme
in Australia. It is commercially based
being underpinned by 1 – 5 year private
contracts and special prices at auction
offered to accredited farms. The Scheme
comes at no cost to growers and is
independently audited by the Australian
Wool Exchange’s specialist auditing team.
It was always the intention that the
Scheme would be “changeable”. “It has to
be”, explains Mr Blanch. “The messages
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and requirements coming from the market
(brands and consumers) are forever
changeable and our Scheme cannot be
comfortable in standing still in the face
of a changing world. After two full years
building a critical mass of professional
farms and the resulting wool supply, it is
definitely the time to broaden the Scheme
and to hone in on particular items that
need improvement or strengthening”.
In the arena of Animal Welfare, Mr Blanch
said he feels the SustainaWOOL™
Scheme has raised the bar as far as
achieving the best welfare outcome for
the animal. “New England Wool and
its shareholder/clients have been very
clear over many years of their desire
for the mulesing procedure to cease as
soon as practicable. New England Wool
is supportive of any research leading
towards a “non-mulesed” Australian wool
industry. The international community
has sent a very strong message for this
outcome to be the “end goal”. However,
the best possible welfare outcome for the
animal must remain paramount in this
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discussion. Where ceasing to mules is
difficult (at this time), accredited suppliers
are required to use a registered Pain
Relief product on all stock undergoing
the mulesing process. In the future, and
if registered and readily available, the
SustainaWOOL™ Integrity Scheme
recommends for suppliers continuing
mulesing, to use a pre-procedure analgesic
pain relief product until a viable and
effective alternative to mulesing can be
found”, Mr Blanch commented. “I believe
our Scheme has influenced a number of
woolgrowers to move to the use of Pain
Relief where nothing was used in the past.
Our contracts and special limits which
pass a premium price for non-mulesed
wool is also sending the commercial
message of where we would like the
industry to be in the future”, he said. “We
will not leave growers behind – but it is
our responsibility to let growers know of
the strong demand building for NM wool”.

A CLEAR CHOICE FOR
PROCESSORS AND BRANDS
In response to the international market
and the requirements of some major
brands, New England Wool saw the
need for the SustainaWOOL™ Integrity
Scheme to very clearly identify the
two major groups of growers within
the Scheme.

seminars, workshops and grower forums
to discuss with other growers the practical
issues involved in moving to a nonmulesed status.
The relaunched SustainaWOOL™
Integrity Scheme incorporates a
strengthening in areas that are in line with
current requirements of shareholders/
brands/consumers. There are added
sections on ‘Social Responsibility’ and
‘Responsible Handling and Transport
of Stock’.
Traceability is still a major pillar of the
scheme. The ability for wool purchased
by New England Wool under the
SustainaWOOL™ Integrity Scheme to be
traced back to its source, is paramount
to the Scheme’s success. Not only does
transparent traceability allow a solid
conduit for individual ‘stories’ to be told
from properties or wool producing areas,
but it also gives our clients’ (and their
clients) confidence in the integrity of fibre
delivered to them under this Scheme.
The SustainaWOOL™ Grower Checklist
also allows suppliers to nominate their
ability to trace individual animals on their
property. This shows an even deeper level
of care and also a responsibility towards
high quality management of their flocks.
Declarants must show that reasonable
care has been taken to avoid, remedy

The SustainaWOOL™ Integrity Scheme
will now clearly identify those suppliers
who do not mules (ceased or never
mulesed) as ‘SustainaWOOL™ GREEN’
suppliers. Those that continue to mules but
are using a registered pain relief product
are identified as ‘SustainaWOOL™
BLUE’ suppliers. Wool users (processors
and brands) are able to make a clear
choice to source product through the
SustainaWOOL™ Integrity Scheme from
the ‘Green’ or ‘Blue’ (or both) suppliers
with the highest level of confidence. This
clear division of suppliers will also allow
New England Wool and its shareholders
to send strong commercial messages to
both groups, through strategically targeted
grower contracts and special prices at
auction. New England Wool will work
closely with both groups to disseminate
information and share practical experience
on achieving a non-mulesed outcome,
without jeopardising the welfare of the
animal. This could include organising
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or mitigate, any adverse effects on the
environment, thus protecting the land now
and for future generations.
The sustainability of farming communities
requires the existence of a strong
economic and social framework. The
SustainaWOOL™ Integrity Scheme
champions the nurturing of strong
employer/employee relationships
built on mutual trust and respect.
These bonds have the added benefit of
strengthening the local communities,
through social integration and economic
activity. The provision of adequate
facilities and amenities for workers and
their families on-farm is an important
pillar on which this mutual respect can
be built. This could include, but is not
limited to, reasonable accommodation
(when required), access to first aid and
provision of clean and functional meal
and washroom facilities. Compliance with
all National and State Workplace Health &
Safety (WH&S) legislation and regulations
will be a requirement for successful
accreditation.
Providing a safe workplace is also a
requirement of the SustainaWOOL™
Integrity Scheme. This includes general
health and safety issues covering
employers, employees and their children.
It should also cover visitors whether for
work or recreational purposes. Adequate
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training and protocols to support
responsible use of agricultural machinery
and animal handling equipment, stock
handling and on-farm construction are
also required. Compliance to National
and State employment legislation is a
requirement of the Scheme, to ensure the
rights and conditions of employees are
protected and respected.
Notwithstanding the importance of having
a clean, green and ethical product, the
quality of the wool and its preparation
for sale is paramount to making this
whole Scheme a success. The highest
standard of quality should be the target
for all involved in this Scheme. Where
this quality can then be augmented by
the highest standards of animal welfare,
social responsibility and environmental
care, then the result is a comfortable,
reassured and satisfied consumer. It is
also true that no amount of preparation
and classing can improve a poor quality
/ poorly bred raw product. Having the
best possible genetics for the particular
environment, sound management and
healthy/strong stock is the solid base
from which this whole scheme can add
value to the wool producer, the processor
and the final consumer. From that point,
New England Wool requires that the
wool is removed by trained and/or
careful shearers (i.e. AWI “Five Pillars of
Shearing”), the wool is prepared using the
guidelines of the current Australian Wool
Exchange’s (AWEX) ‘Woolclasser Code
of Practice (COP)’, and that the wool is
classed by a Registered Professional or
Owner woolclasser. A fully completed
National Wool Declaration (NWD) should
be submitted covering every bale of wool
being offered for sale.

To ensure efficient but safe removal
of wool, for operators and stock alike,
shearing shed and yard facilities should
be fully maintained and should be safe,
healthy and have adequate lighting and
ventilation. The welfare of the animal
should also be paramount throughout
shearing. This includes, but is not
limited to, minimising time off feed
and water, confirming with shearers
their animal welfare responsibilities,
and having protocols in place to treat
animals for severe cuts or injury. Shearers
should be linked with the sheep they
shear (i.e counting-out pens) to create
some accountability for the quality of
their shearing.
It is a requirement of the
SustainaWOOL™ Integrity Scheme that
sheep are handled and treated humanely.
Handling may cover, but is not restricted
to mustering, yard work, animal health
procedures, surgical treatments, shearing,
crutching or any other activities requiring
close or disruptive interaction with sheep.

In all situations, the health and wellbeing
of the animal must be paramount.
Minimisation of distress on the animal
should be a priority when transporting
stock, so issues of overcrowding,
lengthy deprivation of water and biting/
aggressive dogs should be prevented.
“New England Wool is very proud of this
Scheme and particularly the enthusiasm
with which it has been embraced by a
large proportion of the wool producing
community”, Mr Blanch said. “We
have a long way to go and we fully
understand that we cannot stand still in
this sustainability space – it is a moveable,
changeable object. The relaunch of the
SustainaWOOL™ Integrity Scheme in
August 2017 will ensure that we are
keeping abreast, and in some cases
ahead, of the requirements of the
wider wool industry and the modern
discerning consumer”.
* For more information visit
www.newenglandwool.com.au
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LIVESTOCK BREEDING SERVICES

More Lambs
Better Sheep
Jerilderie

Michelle Humphries
Michael Gregory
John Hall
Web: www.lbs.net.au

03 5886 1555

Yass
02 6226 3688
Email: admin@lbs.net.au

0427 861 815
0427 861 817
0418 478 381

Growing luxury Merino
with integrity, passion
and best practice.
ETHICAL

9 2XUSRVLWLRQRQHWKLFDOIDUPLQJDQGDQLPDOZHOIDUHLVSDUDPRXQW

:HEHOLHYHLQHWKLFDOIDUPLQJSULQFLSOHVDQGUXQDQRQPXOHVLQJIDUP

SUSTAINABLE

9 2XUGHGLFDWLRQWRVXVWDLQDELOLW\LVXQZDYHULQJ2XUHQYLURQPHQWDOO\
VRXQGIDUPLQJWHFKQLTXHVPLQLPLVHRXUIDUPLQJIRRWSULQW

EDUCATIONAL

9 2XU-DFNHURRSURJUDPHQVXUHVRXUZRUOGFODVVIDUPLQJVWDQGDUGV
DUHSDVVHGRQWRLQGXVWU\QHZFRPHUVLQWKHIXWXUH

SUPERFINE MERINO

$YLQJWRQLVSURXGWREHWKHÀUVWZRROJURZLQJSURSHUW\
LQ$XVWUDOLDWREHFHUWLÀHGXQGHUWKHLQWHUQDWLRQDOVKHHS
DQG ZRRO ZHOIDUH SURJUDP WKH 5HVSRQVLEOH :RRO
6WDQGDUG:HDUHOHDGLQJWKHZD\LQ$XVWUDOLDZLWKRXU
SRVLWLRQ RQ DQLPDO ZHOIDUH VRXQG IDUPLQJ SUDFWLFHV
VXVWDLQDELOLW\DQGHGXFDWLRQ
&RQWDFWXVIRUPRUHLQIRUPDWLRQRQSXUFKDVLQJVKHHS
RUVHPHQIURPWKHDZDUGZLQQLQJ$YLQJWRQ0HULQR
avingtonmerino.com + 613 5423 7100
admin@avingtonmerino.com

9 :HJURZDQGSURGXFH6XSHUÀQHPHULQRÀEUHIRUDPDUNHWWKDW
GHPDQGVHWKLFDOO\SURGXFHGZRRORIDZRUOGFODVVVWDQGDUG

ULTRAFINE MERINO

9 2XUVXSHULRUXOWUDÀQHPHULQRÀEUHVDUHVRPHRIWKHÀQHVWLQWKH
ZRUOGJURZQWRFRPSHWHLQDPDUNHWWKDWGHPDQGVWKHÀQHVWTXDOLW\
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REDA Commits To
Continued Support For
1PP Certified Lots
Absolute quality and innovation with
respect for tradition over a hundred
and fifty years of history - these are
the values of Reda, which has been
producing its own textiles since 1865.
But today Reda is more than this. It
is a flagship for the Italian product,
while its fabrics are the proud results
of Made In Italy and experience,
woven with a fresh interpretation that
fashion dictates. For Reda, speaking
about quality means supervising and
managing directly the entire chain
of production, from the breeding of
the best sheep, to the finished fabric
designed and created entirely in
Italy. This traceable and eco-friendly
vision is translated each year into two
collections, according to the seasonal
calendar of international prêt-à-porter,
revealing accurate stylistic research in
which, alongside manufacturing talent,
fashion trends and contemporary taste
are reflected.
This green philosophy and its connected
results have been possible thanks to the
collaboration between Reda and the
Australian superfine woolgrowers and
the 1PP agreement both have reached.
It has been, and it still is, an incredible
exchange arranged upon an absolutely
equal basis, due to the fact that both
parties can benefit only from detailed
mutual knowledge.
Up to date, there have been several
similarities between the Reda wool mill

and Australia, starting from respect for
nature, up to attention to technological
progress, without neglecting care and
research for quality.
These are all essential aspects
merging into a common language,
which together with the experience
of the farms, prove the commitment
of Reda to be an essential player
in the change underway. Reda and
Australia represent two concrete
realities that share the same values;
two unique personalities moved by
passionate spirit and desire to never
stop improving.

This is Reda, a woollen mill which has
made textile its strength, choosing to
continue to produce wholly in Italy,
following the entire production line
straight from the breeding of the
best Australian merino sheep, to the
finished textile, transmitting its passion
all over the world.

Furthermore, this interest in 1PP
is a show of faith by Reda in the
highest quality superfine wool
and wool producers, representing
an example of the passion and
dedication Reda has displayed over
the many years of involvement in
the Australian wool industry and,
last but not least, a tangible step
to build strong demand at the top
end of the market for wonderful
Australian fibre. 1PP certificates
are issued to a select number
of superfine bales annually that
exhibit superlative quality, style
and soundness and are prepared
in the best possible manner. A 1PP
certificate is the highest level of
certification that superfine wools
can obtain and is highly sought after
by producers of superfine wool.

Non-mulesed for
37 years

VR4195275

EASY CARE PRODUCTIVE
NON MULESED ULTRAFINE
AND SUPERFINE MERINO SHEEP

Contact David & Susan Rowbottom, 185 Barkers Rd, St Helens, Vic.
Ph: (03) 5568 4253, Mob 0429 920 120
Email: rowensville@skymesh.com.au

VR4198291

Flock Average Micron 14.0
Chris Cocker & Shelley Saunders, Barega,
507 Nile Road, Nile Tasmania 7212 | Ph: 0488 736 487 or 0457 030 935
Website: www.baregamerino.com.au | Sheep Genetics Flock No: 9256
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Hospital gifts Merineos
to all newborn babies
Parents of babies born at one of
Australia’s most prestigious private
hospitals, reported their newborn babies
settled better in a Merineo, compared to
other baby sleeping bags, as part of a pilot
trial conducted recently at the hospital.
A Merineo is a newborn sleeping bag.
Its unique design includes a swaddle
sewn into a contemporary-style sleeping
bag. A provisional patent has been
applied for over the design. Midwives
agree newborns sleep better swaddled,
however modern mothers love the look,
ease and appearance of a zip-up sleeping
bag. Merineo’s carefully crafted design
is therefore appealing to both midwives
and mothers.
Made from superfine 17.5 micron merino
wool, a Merineo is luxuriously soft. 100%
of parents participating in the hospital
pilot program reported how beautiful and
soft the fabric is, agreeing it’s perfect for
their newborn to snuggle into. A Merineo
is also machine washable, and parents
remarked how pleased they were with the
quality and appearance of the garment
following washing.
“Wool’s medical and ecological credentials
make it the best choice to wrap a baby
in. If newborn settles well, mum and dad
can take a well earned rest. A Merineo
can achieve this,” says Claire Hausler,
founder of Merineo.
Claire is from a passionate woolgrowing
family from “Murrumbereck”, Hawkesdale,
Victoria. Two years ago she pitched
a concept to Knox Private Hospital in
Melbourne to produce an innovative
newborn sleep garment, made in
Australia, with the hospital’s branding,
so they could provide as a gift to all
new parents. With her knowledge about
superfine wool and its inherent health
benefits, her corporate background and
the support of mentors, she embarked
on a vision to educate hospitals and
parents that wool is the best choice for a
newborn baby.
Today, every baby born at Knox Private
Hospital receives a Merineo. Knox is the
largest hospital in the Healthscope group,
a leading healthcare provider in Australia,
treating over 40,000 patients every year.
It’s outstanding maternal health facility

has warmly welcomed Merineo as a
product and an educator.
“Knox Private Hospital supports
innovation and Australian made products.
We value the fact Merineo is made from
a premium, natural and sustainable fabric
with many health benefits. Our parents
love the Merineo sleeping bag. It’s a
practical, quality keepsake for newborns”,
says Jenny Kent - Knox Private Hospital.
Claire’s passion to educate parents about
wool and its health benefits means she
regularly presents to participants in
Knox’s childbirth education classes and
informs them about the medical research
pertaining to wool and its benefits.
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“Many parents in the pilot program
reported they weren’t aware of wool’s
health benefits, so it’s gratifying to educate
parents in the childbirth education classes,
and to have them receive a quality wool
garment, all of which will hopefully lead
to them become repeat purchasers of
wool”, says Claire.
To learn more about Merineo, or to
purchase a Merineo for a newborn or as
a baby shower gift, go to www.merineo.
com Australian Superfine Woolgrowers
and friends are invited to use the code
“ASWGA” when purchasing a Merineo
online to receive a $10 discount off any
purchase. Offer expires 28 February 2018.
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Australian Merinos in Switzerland
Switzerland works with but outside the
European Union. The average farm size is
just 19ha. Two-thirds of Switzerland’s 55,000
farms specialise in grazing livestock with
12% classed as organic – a rapidly increasing
sector. Most farms are part-time enterprises
and rely heavily on State subsidy to survive.
The Swiss government is committed to
maintaining self-sufficiency in food (currently
69%) and, on average, 40% of farm income
is direct payments from the government.
The sheep population is around 400,000 of
which 22% are reared organically.
We have worked with Swiss farmers
since 2011, supplying breeding stock
and consultancy to their new Cashmere
goat industry. The same farmers saw the
potential for Merino wool in Switzerland,
where there is a large, well-educated
and wealthy population interested in
provenance, animal welfare and high
quality Artisan production of textiles.
Growing slowly and carefully as we are,
it was only this year that we felt we had
enough stock of the right quality to spare

twelve yearling maiden ewes and three
rams for our first export. Switzerland is
allied with the EU in all livestock trade
and the rules are the same. Scrapie (a fatal
neurological condition) is a major TSE
disease in Europe and strict rules apply to
trade in susceptible animals. Only sheep
with genotype ARR/ARR (Type 1) are
allowed to trade between countries unless
they have at least 7 years’ membership of
a Scrapie Monitoring Scheme approved
by the EU. This is a significant problem for
Australian Merinos as very few are Type 1.
We have belonged to the UK government
Scrapie scheme for 12 years and,
fortunately, can trade more resistant sheep.
We also belong to a guarantee scheme
for Maedi Visna and had to complete
paperwork and blood tests certifying
freedom from a host of other usual sheep
diseases.
The sheep finally left at the end of March
and arrived safely. There is already
tremendous interest in the wool and demand
for the planned lambs in spring 2018. The

first challenge for the Swiss growers is
shearing. After attempting the job on two
ewes they quickly realised Merinos are not
the same as the usual Swiss carpet sheep
and we have arranged for Andy Murray,
son of AWI’s Shearing Training Manager,
to shear the remainder in August. He will
conduct a training seminar for local shearers.
I expect to remain actively involved in
planning, breeding and quality control
of the growing flock as it develops. The
Scrapie issue and the impact of winter
housing needs and diet on the wool
are areas with which they will need
assistance. Mostly this is done long
distance, but the occasional visit to the
Swiss Alps is very welcome.

All your
wool needs.
Photographer: Matthew Linke - Elders Client for over 40 years
"Glenholme" 1PP Certification 2017
elders.com.au
VR4205436
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Australian Sheep &
Wool Show Report 2017
Diversity is the key to the Australian
Sheep & Wool Show, held annually in
Bendigo since 2000, following 123 years
at its old site at the Melbourne Show
Grounds. Since being moved to Bendigo,
the show now commonly known as the
Bendigo Sheep Show, has gone from
strength to strength, combining old
favourites with new innovations.
The Show has just completed another
very successful show with increases
in almost all aspects, from general
admission, to the number of sites selling
wares, from buttons, wool in various
stages of production, to the finished
product, clothing from socks to head wear
and the equipment to make your own.
And most importantly, the sheep entries.
This year, the Show teamed with the
Royal Agricultural Society of Victoria to

run an online entry system, which has
been a great improvement. In the past six
years, turnover has increased by 87% and
in the next few years, attendance could
reach one million visitors a year. The
Show itself is a wonderful event, with so
much to see and do.

Championship. Not only did contestants
have to muster the sheep over the course,
but the weather meant early starters had
a frost to contend with as well. http://
www.abc.net.au/news/2017-07-22/thehard-yards:-the-ultimate-test-of-canineand/8734608

The Women of Wool Luncheon was
completely sold out weeks prior to the
event. This luncheon allows women to
dress up, listen to inspiring speakers as
well as meeting other women from all
over Australia. The Festival of Lamb is
hosted yearly by renowned chefs. The
shearing brings together the best shearers
in Australia and New Zealand - for those
who follow it yearly, the progress through
the ranks of both shearers and wool
handlers is worth seeing. Dog Trials, this
year featured the Australian Yard Dog

Our wonderful fashion parades featured
young wool designers and garments from
stall holders. The incredible wool craft
had entries from around Australia and
overseas and the winners paraded daily.
From the raw wool, to spun hanks, to
the finished garment - woven, knitted or
felted - were on display. Also available
were members to help beginners with
the “tricks” to make their own creations.
The latest technology in all forms was
displayed, from those for the farmer, to
the garment creator.
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Almost 3,000 Show sheep, with another
500 on display, plus 1,200 for the dog
trials and 300 for the shearing were
exhibited. The nation’s elite genetics are
here across every major sheep breed as
well as alpaca, goats and the fantastic
fleeces as well. For the first time ever, the
Ram sale was on a Sunday and it was an
eye-opener for many visitors to the show
to see this event, normally conducted on
Monday when the show had concluded.
It’s important to emphasise the need
for a Show like this as we progress into
more technical assessment with reliance
on measurement. The need to educate
our young stud masters to assess sheep
visually is even greater. The marrying of
objective with subjective assessment will
take us forward - making Shows like this
more important than ever. Those who
think we no longer need the skills of our
stud masters are sadly mistaken.
Winners of Woolcraft, Fleece
Competitions and sheep entries are all on
the website, www.sheepshow.com.
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2017 IWTO Congress - Wool in
a Digital Age
commitment to wool within its range.
“We consider wool a socially responsible
fibre.” Interestingly the company recently
relocated knitting machines back to Italy.
The decision has met with a very positive
consumer response and the plan is being
extended.

Simon Cameron at IWTO Harrogate UK

Wool has a unique contribution to
make to the sustainability of fashion,
lifestyle and interiors. But how can
this message be communicated to
a wider, increasingly receptive and
digitally-savvy audience? The Congress
of the International Wool Textile
Organisation, held 3 - 5 May in the
United Kingdom, took on this timely but
challenging theme.
GQ’s Fashion Director and ‘Style Shrink’
Robert Johnston, who along with
Premiere Vision’s Camille Serain and The
Woolmark Company’s Damien Madden,
tackled the theme, exploring the effects
of digitalisation on wool textile sales
and marketing.

Damien Madden

Damian, who some of you may remember
from our Launceston Conference tackled
Artificial Intelligence : Helping to Promote
Wool in a Digital Environment. AI can
be used to develop marketing/product
development strategies with brand
partners, test the likelihood of marketing
initiatives to succeed and to identify
websites/publications/partners that
drive consumer behaviour - amazingly
sophisticated tactics to sell a fibre that
has been around for more than twelve
thousand years.
Representatives from brands Benetton,
Patagonia and Devold shared their
experiences in using wool as a key
ingredient in their brands.

The core components of PWS are
animal welfare, land management and
traceability. Nick acknowledged that one
of the challenges is getting the premium
paid for conforming wool back to growers
- those who carry the greatest burden for
complying with the PWS. It was notable
that he acknowledged this. The
self-imposed constraints such as the PWS
appear to have had little detrimental
impact on the success of the company.

Benetton COO, Lorenzo Dovesi, described
how the company has reaffirmed its

Devold, the company which has become
well known to Australian wool growers,

Robert Johnston

‘Wool’s sustainability message will
transform the industry from top to
bottom,’ Mr Johnston predicted, noting
that by 2020 half of the world’s workforce
will be millennials who accept climate
change as a given and have been
empowered, having grown up with digital,
to ‘talk back to brands’ about the ‘green
credentials’ of their clothes.

Patagonia’s Traceability Manager,
Nick Allen, spoke about Patagonia’s
Wool Journey. What Nick had to say
was important because of Patagonia’s
pro-sustainability and ethical ethos,
even though wool is a very small part
of the company’s range. “What animal
welfare NGOs want you to do is stop
using animal fibres altogether”, he said.
Instead, Patagonia shaped its Patagonia
Wool Standard (PWS) on expert
recommendations, stakeholder feedback,
and practices from thirteen animal
welfare standards including IWTO’s
own guidelines.

Lorezo Dovesi
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Janne Strømmen

including some ASWGA members,
emphasises the provenance of wool
used in their garments and long-term
relationships with wool growers - another
example of this growing message and the
opportunity it represents for us.
Following years of the reign of the
polyester fleece, wool is triumphing in
active- and outdoor- wear, believes Janne
Strømmen, Devold’s Marketing Manager.
The brand’s 100% wool Trollkyrkja anorak
received a prestigious ISPO sustainability
award earlier this year.
Whether through the efforts of IWTO’s
Sustainable Practices Working Group
– whose team is beginning to make
marked progress in filling in data gaps
and challenging the assumptions used by
the ratings agencies, or through the work
of brands such as Patagonia – whose
desire for robust responsibility led to the
creation of their own wool standard, the
wool industry’s quest for recognition as
environmentally and ethically sustainable
was another key Congress theme.
Dr Graham Ormondroyd of Bangor
University presented evidence
demonstrating wool’s positive impact on
indoor air quality. His research, funded
through the European Union’s Seventh
Framework Programme, found that wool
can naturally absorb and retain pollutants
in the air, such as formaldehyde.
Wool grower (and ASWGA member)
Lesley Prior described her success in
raising Merino sheep in the United
Kingdom, despite being told it couldn’t
be done. Now a day does not go by, she
said, without a new inquiry about her
beautiful white 16.5-micron wool.

Professor Stephen Russell of the
University of Leeds spoke on how the
extensive recycling of wool clothing may
lead to an improved sustainability rating
of wool. This is right on trend with the
most recent demands from retail, for wool
to fit into their closed loop manufacturing
strategy. And wool has been doing it
since 1910.
The numbers men including Christian
Schindler, Director General of the
International Textile Manufacturers
Federation, predicted continued growth
in the fibre market. Wool and cotton will
find it hard to participate due to capacity
constraints. Wool is a luxury fibre. Cotton
is now moving in that direction as well.
Chris Wilcox noted that while prices for
fine Merino wools have surged, those for
medium and broad wools have dived.
The world’s total wool production will
be stable for the next couple of years.
The global retail picture for clothing and
carpets/ furnishings has been “lacklustre”
over the past twelve months. However,
there are positive factors for wool such as
the strengthening world economic growth
and high consumer confidence in the US,
Europe and Japan. However, retail sales
for clothing and carpets/furnishings are
disappointing and there is now a high
price ratio for fine Merino wool against
cotton and synthetic fibres and weak
demand for broad wool.
Madame Yang Xiaoxiong, chair of
the Nanjing Wool Market, provided
an insight into recent developments
in China. Demand for broader wools
had been impacted by the decline in
demand for double-faced fabrics. A

recent demand driver has been ‘faux
fur’ made from 100% wool. “This fabric
has been very welcomed by Chinese
consumers,” Madame Yang said. “These
particular garments require the wool
at 19.5 microns and finer. The decline
in demand for crossbred wools has
forced a lot of top makers to get out of
coarse wool production, and get into
fine wool.” However, she also observed
that there are major concerns about the
current high prices for fine wool. “The
Nanjing Wool Market has done its own
internal survey with the various sectors
in the industry, and we have already
noticed that the acceptance of the high
price of the final products has become
very shaky.” She concluded, “Nanjing
Wool Market doesn’t believe there is a
sustained demand to keep the fine wool
price at the current level.”
Sam Wharry, Chairman, National Sheep
Association UK, spoke of local sheep
farming issues, such as ageing farmers.
Stephen Wiedemann, Chair of
the Sustainable Practices Working
Group, made it clear that while wool’s
environmental credentials are up there
with the best, this is not the rating that has
been given by a standard set to be adopted
by the Sustainable Apparel Coalition (SAC)
using the Higgs MSI. The Working Group is
challenging this and needs to be successful
to avoid our fibre being unnecessarily
devalued in consumers’ eyes. He reported
that at least the SAC is prepared to engage
on the subject.
Angus Ireland discussed the allergy mythbusting work of that has been underway
for a number of years. Two published
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articles and agreement to a new study,
this time in the USA, is creating real
momentum for the use of superfine wool.
An associated draft medical specification
reinforces the position of many of us
as growers to be able to take advantage
of this. In the discussion there was a
note of caution about how the next-toskin benefits are communicated. If the
message that wool is good for “sick/
unhealthy” people there is a risk that
some consumers may bypass it because
they consider themselves to be normal
healthy people.
A draft medical specification for wool
has been developed. It needs a fibre that
is 17.5 microns or less and a comfort
metre performance  200. Good news for
traditional superfine growers.

Angus Ireland

Also on the final day we were introduced
to WOOPIES, acoustic panels with
wool covering that use wool’s air quality
improvement capability.
The IWTO Secretariat should be well
pleased with the attendance - nearly 250
delegates from 25 countries, and the value
the Congress provided.
IWTO President – Peter Ackroyd MBE
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Trends in the Australian Production
of Traditional Superfine Wool
BACKGROUND
The wool industry has witnessed a
significant increase in the volume of
Superfine (<=18.5 microns) Merino wool
over the last two decades. The increase
has been 103% since 2000/01, taking the
proportion of <= 18.5 micron wool tested
by AWTA from 6.7% of all wool tested in
2000/01 to 24.6% last year. This was in
contrast to the observable decline in the
number of wool growers who produce
“traditional style Superfine wool. The
decline in the number of “traditional”
Superfine woolgrowers can be attributed
to a loss of viability with producing this
type of wool when compared to other
sheep enterprises, or to most other
land uses.
The transition from “traditional” (say, 74’s
or greater) types to heavier cutting, bolder
crimping types and the introduction of
meat type rams to take advantage of the
favourable sheep meat market, accounted
for the rise in the volume of Superfine
wool by micron, but a reduction in the
volume of Superfine wool by type.
The Australian Superfine Wool Growers’
Association sought to quantify these
changes, in order that members of the
Superfine wool growing, buying and
processing industries could be better
informed about the nature of these changes.
The initial aim was to report these
findings at the 2016 IWTO Congress in
Sydney. This was done.

TABLE 1 - WEIGHT OF FLEECE WOOL AND SKIRTINGS <= 18.5µ (tonnes)
TESTED AT AWTA LTD FROM July to June 2012/13 to July to June 2016/17
FIBRE CURVATURE
VALUES

YEAR

2015/16 to 2016/17

2012/13 2013/14 2014/15 2015/16 2016/17 CHANGE

% CHANGE

2012/13 to 2016/17
CHANGE % CHANGE

<70 deg/mm

51,001

61,353

58,427

62,654

59,490

-3,164

-5.0%

+8,489

+16.6%

>=70 deg/mm

19,499

19,714

21,392

14,957

15,510

+553

+3.7%

-3,989

-20.5%

>=75 deg/mm

10,388

10,144

10,304

6,783

7,523

+740

+10.9%

-2,865

-27.6%

>=80 deg/mm

5,185

4,854

4,616

2,744

3,385

+641

+23.4%

-1,800

-34.7%

>=85 deg/mm

2,202

2,111

1,803

969

1,294

+325

+33.5%

-908

-41.2%

>=90 deg/mm

845

811

655

280

433

+153

+54.6%

-412

-48.8%

All Wool

70,500

81,067

79,819

77,611

75,000

-2,611

-3.4%

+4,500

+6.4%
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The analyses have continued since then;
and data are now available to the end of
the 2016/17 season. The updated data are
reported in this article.

METHODOLOGY
How to measure the changes objectively was
a challenge that was resolved by utilising:
•

•

The knowledge that “traditional”
Superfine wools are known to have
higher values for Fibre Curvature than
“non-traditional” Superfine wools of
similar Fibre Diameter values (Fibre
Curvature is strongly correlated to
crimp frequency); and

Authors’ Note – Some questions were
raised about the reliability of the analyses,
given that the precision of Fibre Curvature
measurement has a greater spread than
that of other Presale measurements. This
was not an issue in this work because of
the very large numbers of Presale results
included in the analyses (all Fleece and
Skirtings Presale Lots of less than, or equal
to, 18.5 microns)

OUTCOMES TO DATE
1. Changes with Time
As can be seen in Table 1 and Figure 1:

The willingness of AWTA to make
available the Fibre Diameter and Fibre
Curvature values for all Presale tested
lots with an Average Fibre Diameter
of 18.5 microns, or less, commencing
from 2012/13.

This was essential to the project; and is
very much appreciated by the Authors
and the Australian Superfine Wool
Growers’ Association.
The data are supplied on a monthly basis;
from which the Fleece plus Skirtings
information is analysed for changes over
time; and for changes within one micron
groupings of Average Fibre Diameter.
•

The Fibre Curvature data were
analysed according to the following
groupings:
#

< 70 Degrees / mm

#

=> 70 Degrees / mm

#

=> 75 Degrees / mm

#

=> 80 Degrees / mm

#

=> 85 Degrees / mm; and

#

=> 90 Degrees / mm

1.1 The volume of “Low” Curvature
wools (<= 70 degrees / mm)
increased with time; and at a faster
rate than the increase in the volume
of all wool of <= 18.5 microns.
1.2 The volume of “High” Curvature
wools (>= 75 degrees / mm) fell
over the four year period; and the
rate of fall increased as the Fibre
Curvature became higher.
The only exception was in
the 2016/17 season when the
weight of wool tested in all of
the “High” Curvature groups was
greater than in the previous year.
However, these values remained
less than was recorded in any of
the earlier seasons.
1.3 While it is still early days in
the 2017/18 season, the July
and August data show a return
to the downward trend in the
“High” Curvature wools and
an upward trend in the “Low”
Curvature wools.

2. Changes Within Fibre Diameter
Groupings
As can be seen in Figure 2, changes in
the volume of “High” Curvature wools fell
as Fibre Diameter and Fibre Curvature
increased, suggesting that growers
at the broader end either saw greater
opportunity to financially enhance their
enterprise by change (or were more
willing), whereas the opposite applied at
the fine end.

LOOKING AHEAD
Looking at the above changes in
production based on Fibre Curvature
values, and in particular at the
downward trends for higher Fibre
Curvature wools, it is reasonable to
suggest that the volume of “traditional
Superfine has declined by almost one
half since 2012/13. The continuing
downward trend for these wools in the
most recent data from 2017/18 further
suggests that the decline may not be
over yet.
The analyses described in this report are
on-going and will continue to be reported
to the Australian Superfine Woolgrowers’
Association for distribution to its grower
and mill Members.
Peter Morgan, ASWGA Public Officer
and Paul Vallely, “Cladymore”,
Fullerton, NSW

ASWGA Gate Signs
– Contact your
regional
representative

W
E
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Superfine Merino wool good
for skin
The Woolmark Company-funded clinical
studies have demonstrated that suitably
selected Merino wool base-layer garments
are healthy and therapeutic for the skin,
especially for those with the most sensitive
skin such as eczema sufferers. The aim of
the research is to ultimately open doors to
new high value markets for wool.
Eczema, also known as Atopic Dermatitis,
is approaching epidemic levels in Western
nations, with more than 25% of all
children born in Australia having a degree
of eczema. Sufferers of the condition
have dysfunctional skin that dries out,
which leads to the skin cracking, bacterial
infection, redness, scratching and itching.
However, in positive news for the wool
industry, two recent dermatology trials funded by The Woolmark Company - have
shown that infant and adult sufferers of
eczema have reduced symptoms when
wearing superfine Merino wool garments
next to the skin. The successful research
findings are being documented and
published in high-rating dermatological
journals, and a communications and
marketing plan has been prepared, in
collaboration with the International Wool
Textile Organisation, to effectively take
this positive message about Merino wool
to high-value consumer markets across
the world.

Study 1: clinical trial
of infants with eczema
(MCRI, Melbourne)
A study of approximately forty babies
and young children under three years of
age, at the Murdoch Children’s Research
Institute (MCRI) in Melbourne, showed
significant advantages of superfine
Merino wool base-layers over cotton in
improving the symptoms of eczema. In
the study, half the children wore 100%
superfine Merino wool for six weeks
before changing over to cotton, with the
remaining children starting in cotton
before switching over to Merino wool
after six weeks. We found that wearing
superfine Merino wool led to an overall
greater improvement in eczema, when
compared with wearing outfits made of
cotton”, said Associate Professor John Su.
“This finding challenges prevalent beliefs
in the lay and medical communities, as

Qid Research Leader Dr Lynda Spelman, Teagan Holland, Kurt Davidson and Study Facilitator
Dr Eshini Perera Examine The Merino Apparel Used In Their Initial Studies.

well as findings from older, less rigorously
performed studies from the mid-1950s,
when coarser diameter and heavier
wool garments were used. Skin irritation
from any fibre type partly relates to the
diameter of fibres. While wool can have
many fibre diameters, only low diameter
(superfine) Merino wool garments were
used in the MCRI study. When comparing
Merino with cotton, there are also other
inherent differences in fibre properties:
Merino’s greater ability to transfer
moisture vapour and heat than the other
major apparel fibres enables it to maintain
a more stable microclimate between the

skin and the garment”, said Associate
Professor John Su.
These research findings about the
beneficial impacts of Merino wool have
been presented by Associate Professor
Su at dermatology conferences in
Brazil (International Society of Atopic
Dermatitis), France (European Society of
Paediatric Dermatology) and Australia
(Australasian College of Dermatologists).
A paper titled ‘Determining the Effects of
Superfine Sheep Wool in Infantile Eczema’
has also been submitted for publication
in a high impact peer-reviewed
dermatological journal.
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The findings have already generated
media interest. In Australia, the Nine
Network broadcast a very positive
news report on the study’s findings.
Featured in the news report were
Rheannan Williams and her two-yearold daughter who suffers from eczema.
“The eczema was red, painful and
blistery”, Rheannan said. “But within
two to three weeks of wearing wool, it
was unbelievable … her skin is clear … I
would 100% recommend it; it’s amazing.”

Study 2: clinical trial of
adolescents and adults with
eczema (QIDerm, Brisbane)
A parallel study of adolescent and adult
sufferers of eczema in Brisbane by the
Queensland Institute of Dermatology
(QIDerm) has confirmed the beneficial
findings of wearing superfine
Merino wool.
Dr Lynda Spelman of QIDerm says all
the trial participants showed substantially
reduced symptoms with none of them
displaying an allergic or irritant reaction.
“We have seen substantial reductions in
skin dryness, redness and itchiness and
in the measured area of inflammation
- and for a number of the patients, this
is the first time a real solution to their
condition has been presented”, said Dr
Spelman. She says the results appear
to relate partly to the unique moisture
management properties of wool. “Wool is
a hygroscopic fibre which has the ability
to absorb up to 36% of its weight in water
and create a thermal buffer between the
skin and the external environment. The
wool appears to be keeping the moisture
content of the wearer’s delicate skin at
the levels it should be, preventing it from
becoming too dry and therefore reducing
the risks of bacterial infection and the
desire to scratch the itch. “Furthermore,
superfine Merino is not able to pierce
the epidermal layers, due to its small
diameter, thus not initiating a localised,
inflammatory response.”

Positive results for superfine
Merino wool
The trials have been conducted using
lightweight, 150 gram per square
metre superfine Merino wool garments
with a micron range finer than 18.6
microns. Program Manager of Fibre
Advocacy and Eco Credentials with The
Woolmark Company, Angus Ireland, says
the studies demonstrate a strong role for
superfine Merino in fostering healthy skin
and managing eczema. “The traditional
advice to indiscriminately avoid

wool against the skin, based on early
commentaries that failed to distinguish
between wool fibre types, can now be
modified to include superfine Merino as
a recommended next-to-skin clothing
choice. It’s interesting to note that, prior to
the QIDerm study, most patients say they
couldn’t tolerate wool and many believed
they were allergic to wool. However, we
didn’t have a single patient withdraw from
the study due to any types of intolerance
of these superfine wools.”
“The results from the dermatological
research are extremely encouraging and
provide a significant opportunity for
Merino wool. The findings are potentially
not only profound for sufferers of this
debilitating and potentially life-long
condition, but also for the wool industry”,
said Angus Ireland. The fact that the
Brisbane-based study was undertaken
throughout the city’s hot and humid
summer conditions, also shows that lowmicron lightweight wool garments are
suitable for all seasons.”

From R&D to marketing
A major focus of The Woolmark
Company’s ‘Fibre Advocacy’ investment
program is validating and communicating
the health and wellbeing benefits of wool
products.
“The major challenge in this area is that
globally more than four in ten consumers
who won’t consider purchasing wool
garments nominate perceived itch and
prickle as the reason, with around one in
ten claiming they are allergic to it, even
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though there is no credible evidence
that wool is an allergen”, said Angus. “If
these misconceptions about wool can be
addressed, then there is huge potential
to ‘unlock’ demand growth for Merino
wool because of the strong trend in
consumer markets towards healthy and
environmentally friendly products.
“This is especially true for markets such
as babywear, sleepwear and underwear
as well as base-layer activewear. These
are relatively new markets for wool,
containing products that are used every
day and can command a high retail price
per kilogram of fibre used - which is
good news for Australian woolgrowers”,
said Angus.
“A risk management activity associated
with this research is the development
of a specification for garments that are
suitable for eczema sufferers’ delicate
skin, as use of inappropriate garments
could quickly undermine this good news
story. Low micron (18.5 micron or less),
lightweight (150 gram per square metre)
Merino garments were used in the studies
but comfort is also affected by other fibre,
fabric and garment characteristics which
may need to be controlled. The Woolmark
Company is developing a Woolmark
specification ‘suitable for sensitive skin’
which will evolve into a swing tag to
help ensure shoppers choose appropriate
garments. Ultimately, The Woolmark
Company program aims to increase and
maintain demand.”
Courtesy of Australian Wool Innovation
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Campaign continues to
raise wool’s positive image
The Campaign For Wool is a multi-national,
cross-industry coalition working to raise the
profile of wool as the natural, sustainable
fibre of choice for fashion and interiors.
Launched in January 2010 by HRH The
Prince of Wales, the Campaign includes
leading international figures and companies
from the fashion industry, interior design,
wool carpet manufacturers, as well as the
world of construction and building.
Funding comes from the following
organisations; British Wool, Australian Wool
Innovation, Council of New Zealand Wool
Interests Inc., Cape Wools South Africa,
American Wool, Viking Wool of Norway
and Uruguay’s Wool Secretariat. TCFW is
also supported by the International Wool
Textile Organisation (IWTO).
All the funding organisations are
represented on an international council
which meets three times a year in the UK.
Growers of apparel and carpet wools are
also represented, together with retailers, mill
owners, early stage processors, marketing
professionals, the fashion industry and those
making building and insulation products.
The Council aims to raise the profile of
wool and keep it in front of consumers and
decision-makers in the textile industry. Over
the last seven years, multiple events have
taken place in all the major wool consuming
countries - not only in established markets
such as Europe, Japan and the USA, but also
developing ones such as China. This year
the Campaign is supporting a Wool Week
in Canada as part of the 150th anniversary
of the Canadian Federation. Participating
companies will include Holt Renfrew, The
Bay, Harry Rosen and several more.
Widening world interest in, and
understanding of wool is key to growing
the market. Much work goes on to increase
basic understanding among consumers.
A recent example is the Alex James’ film
“Slowing Down Fast Fashion”, an awardwinning documentary highlighting the
“throwaway” culture of fast fashion, the
subsequent problem with landfill waste and
the role wool can play in changing this. The
film has won critical acclaim wherever it’s
shown. TCFW is funding a major launch of
it in Tokyo in late 2017.
Other recent events have included support
for “Making It in Textiles”, a conference for

Count Paolo Zegna geets HRH The Prince of Wales (centre Fabrizio Servente, The Woolmark
Company)

selected final year Textile degree students
in the UK. Talks on sourcing raw materials,
retail buying, trend forecasting, the links
between design and manufacturing,
together with visits to some of the UK’s
most prestigious mills, aimed to get students
thinking about other career options in
our industry apart from simply design.
Education of tomorrow’s key influencers is
an important part of Campaign strategy and
this event will be repeated in October 2017.
In Florence, Italy, in April this year, TCFW
supported “Celebrating Wool”, illustrating
innovative uses of wool in knitted and
woven garments. Companies from all
around the world presented specific
garments showcasing innovation. Major
players in the Italian fashion and textile
industry were present including Pierluigi
Loro Piana, Paolo Zegna and Alessandro
Barberis. The event was also attended by
HRH The Prince of Wales and the Duchess
of Cornwall, which guaranteed maximum
publicity.
The patronage of HRH The Prince of
Wales is very important in maintaining the
high profile of the Campaign. The Prince’s
involvement means TCFW punches well
above its weight despite relatively modest
resources.
The Dumfries House Conference in October
2016, and the subsequent Declaration which
many of the most significant manufacturers
and users of wool have already signed,
was his initiative. Sustainability and the
special role wool can play in reducing

Nicholas Coleridge, Chairman of the
Campaign for Wool

environmental harm are at the heart of
the Dumfries House Declaration, which
summarises commitment to the highest
industry-wide Environmental and Animal
Welfare standards. But those commitments
are also sensible and reasonable. As the
Prince said in his speech launching the
Declaration, “The key thing to me is that it
commits signatories to high environmental
and animal welfare standards, without boxing
people in by suggesting unachievable and
unnecessary constraints. We all know that
business doesn’t work like that and the last thing
we want to do is stifle innovation and initiative”
In July, the international committee meets
again to discuss plans for the coming year.
Wool currently represents less than 2% of
world textile usage. With the goodwill and
support of the industry, The Campaign For
Wool will continue the battle to maintain
and increase that share by promoting wool
as the fibre of choice in all relevant markets.
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ASKBILL to predict the
future of superfine sheep
Superfine woolgrowers can now proactively
control their flock’s destiny, thanks to a new
app from the Cooperative Research Centre
for Sheep Industry Innovation (Sheep CRC)
which adds the power of prediction to sheep
production.
Endemic diseases, including neonatal
mortality, internal parasites, dystocia,
weaner ill-thrift and mortality, and
flystrike, cost the Australian sheep
industry more than $1.5 billion a year
as a result of production loss, costs of
prevention and costs of treatment.
Most of these losses occur because most
management tactics rely on detecting
the appearance of visual symptoms
before treatment begins. This means
that the effects of subclinical disease will
have already had a negative impact on
wellbeing and productivity.
The new ASKBILL app from the Sheep
CRC uses the power of predictive
analytical technology to provide
producers with the information they
need to stay ahead of these threats and
enable them to proactively manage risk
before flock wellbeing and productivity is
compromised.
Sheep CRC Chief Executive Prof. James
Rowe said ASKBILL represented a
transformational opportunity for the
livestock industry. It provides a new
approach that brings together farm data,
weather and industry knowledge to inform
analytical models that predict pasture
growth, animal performance, flystrike,
worm infection and weather stress at the
mob or flock level.
“Conditions such as worm infections
result from the interaction of a number
of animal factors such as nutrition, live
weight change and genetics of resistance
as well as weather patterns and pasture
characteristics,” Prof. Rowe said. “This
new approach of using forecasts of
pasture availability, animal performance
and disease risks to set management plans
and take preventative action will result
in benefits from better productivity and
improved wellbeing.”
ASKBILL is a web-based app that
complements producers’ knowledge and
experience with detailed analysis of their
livestock, pastures and genetics. It predicts

opportunities and threats to their individual
business from weather, pests or disease –
the critical information needed for making
more precise farming decisions.
The app draws on information generated
by biophysical models that use daily
downloads of climate data and forecasts
to provide forecasts up to 90 days out for:
• The amount and quality of pasture
across a whole farm or for specific
areas of particular interest
• Live weight and body condition score
for each stock class within the sheep
flock
• The level of risk from worms and sheep
blowfly
• The risk from extreme cold and heat
The models have also been designed to
provide specific estimates of:
• Stocking rates to manage pasture
targets
• Supplementary feeding rates to reach
live weight and body condition score
targets
• Changes in the risk of worm infection
and fly strike following treatments.
“Very important is the fact that ASKBILL
has been designed to be intuitive and
easy to use, with minimal inputs required
from producers – these include setting
soil and pasture types, stocking rates and
treatment activities to ensure predictions
are customised for each user’s current
farming conditions”, Prof. Rowe said.
Users can choose to receive risk alerts
via text message or email whenever
the computer models predict changes
in seasonal or livestock conditions that
could have implications for the wellbeing
and productivity of the flock. Predictions
are customised to a farm or a Monitored
Area and are updated daily in response
to climate data and changes to pasture,
livestock, management or treatments
on the farm.
“With further enhancements to ASKBILL,
details of the genetic potential of
livestock will be incorporated through
links with the RamSelect program and
inputs from genomic flock profiling and
ram team information,” Prof. Rowe said.
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“We also foresee that ASKBILL could have
an important role to play for industry to
demonstrate the levels of care producers
provide for their animals, by recording
farm and production data and responses
to risk alerts.”
One of the early adopters of the app,
NSW sheep producer Rebecca MacarthurOnslow, ‘Cannanbri’, Walcha, said
ASKBILL is proving to be useful in helping
to make better management decisions.
“Using ASKBILL we have been able to
more accurately assess the risks involved
to animal wellbeing”, she said. “ASKBILL
showed we had more options than we
had originally recognised and we also feel
confident about our decisions knowing
that decisions are informed by the
quantitative analysis behind the model
predictions.”
The app has been named in honour of
Prof. Gordon ‘Bill’ McClymont, who was
the founding Dean of the University of
New England’s Faculty of Rural Science.
‘Bill’ described the conceptual model of
the agricultural ecosystem that provides
a framework for analysing the complex
interactions of the components that make
up grazing systems.
“It’s only today that we have the
computing power, to run the biosystems
models and machine learning to realise
Bill McClymont’s visionary concept – the
result for producers is that ASKBILL can
predict future events and analyse ‘what
if ’ scenarios, creating the opportunity to
prevent, rather than react to, risks to their
business”, Prof. Rowe said. “All you need
to do is ASKBILL”.
The easy-to-use app has been developed
by the Sheep CRC and its participants in
collaboration with the Data to Decisions
CRC. Among the CRC’s Participants the
Bureau of Meteorology and the University

www.aswga.com

of New England have been major
contributors.
• ASKBILL is scheduled for full
commercial release in November
2017, however producers can start
using ASKBILL now as part of a
pre-release user trial at a cost of $50
for a six-month period. During this
time, the Sheep CRC will continue
to improve the user interface, in
response to feedback from producers
and researchers, and the scope of
the analytical models. For more
information visit www.askbill.com.au.

3 Simple Steps to Sheep
Wellbeing and Productivity
1. Create an account: All you need
to do is input your name, address,
and credit card details. ASKBILL will
confirm your property location using
Google Maps.
2. Enter your property details:
pasture, livestock, key dates,
treatments, feed, feed type and rainfall.
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Booming wool prices: hype or reality?
The recent rise in wool prices has
attracted substantial media attention
with claims that prices are resulting in
the “best returns in 30 years”. Australian
Wool Exchange (AWEX) maintains
indicators of the wool market (http://
www.awex.com.au/market-information/
awex-wool-market-indicators/)
during the wool selling season to
track fluctuations in wool prices. The
main one for Australia is the Eastern
Market Indicator (EMI) and is available
electronically back to 1979. However, a
dollar in 1979 was worth considerably
more than a 2017 dollar and the Reserve
Bank of Australia (RBA) maintains a
quarterly record of the change in value
of the Australian dollar and provides an
on-line calculator (http://www.rba.gov.
au/calculator/) for converting prices at
one time to another. Figure 1 shows the
fortune of the Australian dollar since
1979 with a relatively rapid decline in
value until 1990 before steadying more
recently.
In today’s terms, a 1979 Australian
dollar is worth about $4.57, or
alternatively a 2017 dollar is worth only
22 cents of a 1979 dollar, reflecting
a substantial change in domestic
purchasing power of the Australian
dollar over the near forty-year period.
This change in purchasing power needs
to be recognised when comparing
prices, such as EMI over time,
particularly over longer time periods.
The RBA calculator was used to convert
the historical EMI nominal price series
to comparable 2017-dollar real values
(Figure 2).
The nominal price time series indicates
an average annual increase in EMI of
approx. 18 cents/kg; on the other-hand
the dollar-corrected or real price series
shows a decrease - coincidently also
of 18 cents/kg (Figure 2). This is an
example of what economists call 'money
illusion' and as respected wool grower
and industry author (The Australian
Merino and Breaking the Sheep’s Back)
Charles Massy commented, “your analysis
is very impressive, and badly needed to
quell some of the typical media hype.”;
with renowned Agricultural Economist Bill
Malcolm (Melbounre University), adding,
“… of course your paper … is correct
… [and] your article is a timely reminder

to the uninformed that value is only in
real dollars.”.
With the annual mean real EMI
currently nudging above recent peaks
(Figure 2), albeit marginally, has led
to the claim that wool prices are at
a 30-year high., although the current
rise in the EMI has not as yet, in real
(dollar-corrected) terms, reached the
maximum achieved in the heady days
of the Reserve Price Scheme (RPS) in
1988 (Figure 2). To reach the 40-year
high, the mean EMI would have to
increase a massive 1000 cents/kg clean

in today’s money. Post RPS peaks in
1995, 2003 and 2011 (interestingly with
very consistent and similar peaks in real
terms) follow a regular eight-year cycle
suggesting the next peak may be due in
2019. Wool growers are no doubt hoping
the current upward trend continues at
least to that time.
(This is an abridged version of the
article which appeared in Grassland
Society of NSW Inc. Newsletter,
June 2017).
John Ive

Figure 1: Changing value of Australian dollar from 1979 until 2017. The straight line
shows the average annual decline of approximately 7 cents per annum.

Figure 2: Comparison of annual mean EMI nominal prices (red line) from 1979 to 2017 and
the dollar-corrected real prices (blue line) and the respective trend lines.
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New invasive species research
centre to maintain momentum
A new invasive species research centre,
called the Centre for Invasive Species
Solutions, is building on the success of the
Invasive Animals Cooperative Research
Centre (IA CRC), which ceased operations
on 30 June 2017, after more than a
decade of ground-breaking research.
With the annual economic cost of
managing pest animals in Australia
estimated at about $1 billion and the
cost of managing weeds in Australia is
four times that, at $4 billion, the need
for innovative and novel management
tools and further understanding of
the problem through world-class
research remains.
The new research centre will continue to
maintain strong collaborations between the
Australian, State and Territory governments,
industry and research agencies and will
provide solutions to some of Australia’s most
challenging and complex national problems,
Helen Cathles, Chair of Invasive Animals
Limited said “these are extremely exciting
times as we take the best of our work
forward and I welcome the Government’s
announcement and applaud the
Minister’s passion to tackle this important
national problem.”

“Over the past decade, we have seen
some audacious goals achieved in invasive
animal management and have laid some
great foundations to minimise the impacts
of invasive species on the prosperity,
health and sustainability of communities
and environments in Australia and
progressively internationally.”
“Just over the past twelve months,
research investment has seen new pest
control tools hit the farm-gate - there was
the first new complementary feral predator
toxin in fifty years being available, and
then a new strain of rabbit calicivirus
was released nationally with community
involvement at over 550 sites around
Australia. This will have huge benefits for
all Australians and our economy”, she said.
“Along with new tools, our innovative
research and extension programs have
seen new and easy-to-access digital tools
launched to assist land managers with
monitoring pest animals on their land and
to enhance education and knowledge on
best practice pest animal management.”

“Our strong, proven collaborative national
and emerging international leadership in
invasive species is needed into the future,
to maintain the solutions momentum
established by the IA CRC.”
“This is a very exciting time in land
management and the Government’s
investment will see benefits for
all Australians, the environment
and to agricultural productivity”,
Ms Cathles said.
The Centre for Invasive Species
Solutions will be dedicated to
creating innovative solutions for tackling
our multi-billion-dollar pest animal
and weed problem and will benefit
all Australians.”
The new centre will open on 1 July
2017 and more information about the
Centre’s current progress can be found
at www.invasives.com.au

“Such outcomes are achieved through
strong collaboration and innovation
throughout our network of industry,
government and research partners.”
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WO O L AWA R D S 2 0 1 8
E R M E N E G I L D O Z E G N A V E L LU S AU R E U M T R O P H Y
for ﬂeeces 14.5 microns and ﬁner
E R M E N E G I L D O Z E G N A S U P E R F I N E WO O L T R O P H Y
for a line of wool (1-5 bales) 14.5 to 18 microns

T H E AU ST R A L I A N S U P E R F I N E WO O L G R OW E R ’ S AS S O C IAT I O N 
encourages growers with suitable wool to participate

ENTRIES CLOSE %&$&.#&3 
For full entry details email aswga@woolindustries.org
or phone Melissa Mulley (03 9311 0271) or Simon Cameron (0411 125 622)
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